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I NTRODUCTION
The Demographic and H~a1th Surv~ys (OHS) program has conducted m~ than 70 nationally
surveys in m~ than 50 countries since 1984. The OHS surveys are designed and
implemented as single-round operations, and are relatively standardized, Standardization is achieved
through the use of model questionnaires, manuals, f,eld procedures, and through the technical support
pro~ided by OHS staff, There are two main sur... ey instruments: a household scheduk and an individual
questionnaire. The household schedule provides a Jist of household members and basic demographic
infonnation about each member. This infonnation is used for the individual questionnaire for selecting
respondents who are women of reproducti,e age. These women are asked to report their reproductive
history. knowledge and use of contraception, fertility preferences, and the health status of their young
children. A male survey is often implemented in a subsample of the sample housc:holds
rep~tative h~hold

Standardization. howev~r. does not apply rigorousl~ to sample design. As long as scientific
probability sampling is used and national representati ... ity is ensured. practical and cost problems can often
prescribe the final design. esp«ially with resp«t to the choice of a sampling frame and of area sampling
units _ Howe'·er. DHS sampling does ha>: a set of principles from which departure may occur. In this
manual. the OHS sampling principles are described, a model sample design is presented together with its
variants. and sele.:ted issues related to sampling design and implementation are di<;cussed. This is not a
g~neral manual On sampling theory and practice, It is only intended as a practical guid~ to th~ sampling
practices of the OHS project. The reader of this manual is encouraged to rerer to th~ literatur<: on survey
sampling for more detailed discussions of sampling theor}In addition to the general r~~ision of the original text. the sections on sampling errors. and on
sample description and documentation ha\"e been expanded. Examplesofa training manual for mapping and
household listing. a full sample description. and computer programs fo.- sampling implementation are
included.
The original DHS Sampling Manual (IRO, 1987) was pr<:pared by Christopher &on with the
assistance of Graham Kalton and Alfredo Aliaga' This edition orthe manual was prepared by Thanh Lt
who wishes to acknowledge Alfredo Aliaga. Anne Cross. Christopher Scott. and Ann Wa} for their valuable
cOmments.

'Ch.riswp/t(r s.ou '0111 al5Q one of the authors of the World Fenihty Sw....,. (WFS) J,I""W>/
197$). The .. m.}' be..""e o" .. tap bel"·' '''' the WFS m..... t ... d this mat1\tIJ,

on Saotpi~ Dt.jg~ (WfS.

I. DEMOGRAPHIC AND HEALTH SURVEYS SAMPLING POLICY

1.1

Gen e ral Policy on Sampling

Sample design for surveys in the DHS program is guided by a num~rofgeneral principles, although
SOme modification may ~ required in the country-specific situation.

Natianal coverage
A DHS sample should normally cOVer 100 percent of the population in the sun'eyed country;
except ionally. certain geographic areas may be excluded from the sampling frame due to extreme
inaccessibility Or dispersed population.

Probability somplmg
Scientific probability sampling must ~ used . A probability sample is defined as one in wh ich the
units ar<: selected with known and nonuro probab ilities. The term excludes purposive sampling, qUOta
sampling, and such methods as the unc.:ontrolled post·sampling dclineation of fixed sized ,lusters in the field
each centered on a sample point. Nonprobability methods represent a false economy. Although they rna>
yield reasonable estimates in many instances, they cannot pro"ide the confidence that is necessary in the
e,'ent of unexpected findings. If this occurs. the use ofoonprobability methods may lead 10 contrOl'eny and
ultimately to crili, ism of the sun'ey design.

Self-weighting sample
A se!f-"eighting sample is one in which each elementary unit has an equal. nonuro overa!!
probability of .eie<;1;on, DHS samples should ~ sel f, weighting unless there is good justification to depart
from the principle in specific cases. In countries where statistical offices are new or lac k resources andlor
perwnnei . the use of"eighlS may present problems. The need to compute weights and carry them as part
o f the database, the need to assess when and how they should ~ applied. and to correctly report their use
can be an appreciable burden on staff. When there are a num~r of sun 'ey object;,es. computation of
optimal sampling weights would lead to a different set of weights depending on the objecti,e considered.
yet on ly one set of weights Can ~ used , Equal weighting. or self_we ighting, is likely to be a good
compromising choke. On the other hand. there are circumstances in which these con.ideralion. are
counterbalanced by advantages in adopting unequal sample weigh ... particularly be-meen repolling doma ins
(section 2 , I) in which case the sample should re ma in self-weighting within domains ,

Prte:<iSling sampling frame
If an adequate preex isting master sample or sampling frame is available. ;t should ~ used.
Similarly. DHS favors appropriate inte gration with ongoing national survey programs in the interest of
economy and coordination.

Simplicity of dl'Sigll
The sample design should be as simple and straightforward as possible to
implementation.

fa~ilitate

acturate

[n the =tions whi~h follow. DHS policy is described in ~Iation to a number of specific aspe<:ts of
sample design.

1.2

Sun'ey Uomain

Geographical ~overage of each su,,'ey should include the entire national territory unless there a~
strong reasons for excluding cenam areaS. If a~as must be excluded. they should constitute a cohe~nt
domain. A su",.-ey from which a number of scatte~d zones have been excluded is difficult to imerpret and
to usc . The demographic domain for DHS samples is defined as all women of reproductive age (15-49).
However. in some countries, the coverage may be restricted to e,er-married women.
In many surveys. an important objective is to compare urban and rural populations. Where this is
the case. it is neeessar} to insure that the urban =tor is adequatel} rep~sented in the sample. In a countr}
with an urban population of less than 20 percent. this may require o\'ersampling ofthe urban sector. In this
case. the arguments in favor o f a self-weighting sample are o\'erridden. Moreo\'er. once \arying weights
have been introduced in one domain. there may be re3SOfl to introduce them in other domains. Forexample.
several different sampling rates may be n«ded to pennit accurnte comparison of ~gions within a count!)

1.3

Sample Size and Allocation

The issue of sample size is onl) panly a technical one. The larger the sample the mO~ elaborate the
analyses that can be sustained, The choice of sample size in,oh'cs balancing the demands of analysis with
the capability of the implementing organization and the constraints offunding.
Tbe DHS program is designed for samples of 5.000 to 6.000 women age 15-49. L EXperience with
earlier SUT'>'ey progr=ls. such as the World Fenility Survey (\', 'FS) aJ1d the Contraceptive J'n,\'alence SUT'>'eys
(CPS), show. that such a sample .ize can suslain a 'ariet) of analyses. In addition. this size provides
acceptable levels of sampling error for such ke} parameters as fe"ili!) and in fant and Ch lld mo"ality.
Various factors may affeet standard DHS sample size. Firstly. most of the planned analyses ~Iate
to. or are detennined by. "'omen currentl} in union (fonnal or infonnal) in the sample, Funher. an important
subset of questions ~I ates to ch i ld~n hom in the last th~e Qr the last five years. The effective sample size
for such aJ1alyses depends not only on the origin-al sample size but also on the proportion of currently married
women aJ1d the current 1C\'el offenility. ThUs. in coun1ries "here entry into union occurs at a ~Iati~ely early
age. or "he~ the fertility rate is ~Iati\ely high. a smaller initial sample of " 'Omen age 15-49 rna)' be
sufficient. Secondly, the standard DHS sample size allows up to fi,'e Or six geographical regions to be
distinguished in 1he tabulation oCkey ,ariables. Typically, a sample of 1,000 women age 15-49 i. n«ded
for each geographical domain for which separate findings are ~qui~d. However. in some countries there

'Sample $i ~e in this section refe", to the ,a,g~1 sample, Flctors such IS undereoverage at the household
mapping ond listini mge or nOrtrnponse 01 the fieldwork stage mlY redu<o the wg.. sample by .. much .. 10 percent
The .i.. of the .. Iected "",pie should be inc~ased 10 Ilk>'" for expected und.rcovcragc and nonresponse in order to
matntain the desired tarxet "",pie.

,

may be spttialn:3sons for utilizing a larger number ofregioos; in such cases a somewhat larger sample may
be allowed.
[n any di>cussion of the sample size appropriate for a particular su ....·ey. it should be noted that a
larger sample is mon: difficult to manage and supervise, especially if the fieldwork period cannot be
extended. This fact argues for caution in allo"ing inflated sample sizes. particularly in countries when:
survey capability is limited.
Finall). it should be stressed that in detennining sample size the availability of funds is a limiting
factor [n the frame"orI;: of the DHS program. it is unusual for a count!) to obtain external funding to calT)
out a su .... ey utilizing a sample size larger than 10.000.

lA

Area Sampling Frame

The a\ ailability of a suitable sampling frame is a major dctenninant of the feasibility of conducting
a DHS survey. This issue should be addressed in the earliest planning for a survey. Whenever fIOssible.
DHS should obtain an"..,a sampling frame from a single source. This is either an existing sampling frame.
an ex isting master sample. the sample ofa pll:' iously executed Su .... e). or the list of enumeration areas (EAs)
from a recently completed census.
The list of areal units should be thoroughl) cvaluated before it is used. It should co"er the whole
country." ithout o\'erlap. and be as up-to-date as possible, Maps should exist for each areal unit or at least
groups of units with dearly sho,," boundaries, Each areal unit should ha~e a unique identification code Or
a series of codes that. when combined. can se .... e as a unIque identification code. Each unit should have at
least One measurement of size estimate (population and/or number of households). Other characteristics of
the areal units (e.g .. socioeconomic le\'eI). ifthey exist, should be e\ aluate<:!llIld retained since they could
be used for stratification.
A p=~isting master sample can be accepted only where DHS is confident of the sample design.
including its detailed parameters. Often. such samples ha, e unequal weights in different domains : they may
also use an average sample "tah" at the final stage which differs from that desire<! for DHS. A sample
"take" at the fmal stage or cluster "tah" is the number of elementary units (i.e .. households) sel«te<:! in the
final sampling stage in each cluster, The task of the sampler for the DHS sun'ey is then to design a
subsampling procedure ,,'hi ch produces a sample in line with DHS requirements, Th is will not always be
possible, Howe,'er. the larger the parent sample in relation to the desired DHS subsampie. the more
flexibility there "ill be for de>eloping a subsample design (section 2.6). A key question with a preex isting
sample is whether the listing of d"ellingfhouseholds is still current or "hether it needs to be Updated _ [f
updating is require<!. use of a pr..,~isting sample may 001 be "'onhwhile, The potential advantages of using
a preexisting ... mple".." (I) econom>'. and (2) increased anal>,ic power through cross-analysis of two or
mOre sun'e)'s. The disadvantages are: (I) the problem of adapting the sample to DHS requirements. and (2)
the problem of repeated inten'iews "ith the same household or person. resulting in respondent fatigue Or
contamination_ DHS encourages the Use of an e~isting sample. provided that it meetS technical standards
(section 2,6)_

1.5

Onrdcw of the Basic Sample Design

The baSIC procedurcs in\'oked in the selection of an areal sample are straightforward. Most
countries possess con,enient area sampling frames, generally in the form of the EAs defined during the most
recent populatIon CenSUS. These generally come with sketch maps and size estimates. and. in principle. the
EAs do not 'af) greatly in population size_ Ho"e,'er. in mest countries. there are no satisfactory lists of

J

d",ellings. households. or individuals within these EAs. and. in panicular. no addre .. sySlem outside the
morc amuent parts of the cilies. In general. sur.ey perwnnel ha,e to make their own lists. although
sometimes they can shalT with other su" e~ or select a sub.ample from a master .ample (section 1.4).
Census EAs are sometimes too large (1.000 to 2.000 population) to be economitally feasible for a
single survey to undertake the listing of all households in the sU"'e)"s sample. Such EAs. therefore. need
to be segmente<:! into smaller areas for a further stage of area sampling before household listing begins. In
some cases. the census maps arc r.ot acCUJ1lte eoough for the "ork of segmentation to be done in Ihe office.
A f,eld operation may be ncede<:! to map and segment Ihese o"ersized EAs,
A con"enient and practical sample design has been de"doped by DHS based on experience with past
surve~. Firs!. a standard segment size is adopte<:!, typically 500 population accord ing to the sampling frame.
Every areal unit in the coontry is then assigned a measun: of size equal to the number of standard segments
it contains. by dividing the population of the areal unit by 500 and rounding to the nearest "hole number.
A sample of areal units is then selected \\ith probability proportional to this measure of size . In the selected
areal unit "ith measure of size greater than one. a mapping operation is carried out to create the designated
number of segments and one of these is selected at random, This procedure provides a sin gle-stage equalprobability .ample of segments" hich aIT roughly constant in size. In the sel""ted segments, all dwd lings
or households are listed. and a fixed fraction of them is selected b~ S} stematk sampling . In each selected
household. a household qUestionnait<' is completed to iMntif} " omen age 15-49. all of "hom are digible
to be intervie"'ed .
Such self-weighting segment samples will usually be employe<:! for OHS su"ey', There are a
number of variations on this design \\hich at<' described in section 2.5
1.6

Stratification

Stratification is the process by "hich the sur,,-ey population is divided into subgroups or strata thaI
are as homogeneous as possible based on certain criteria. Explicit stratification is the actual soning and
separating of the uni!'; into the specified strata; within each stratum. the sample is selecled independently.
Systematic sampling of uni!'; from an ordered list can also ;u:hi", e the effecl of stratification. This is called
implicif stratification
Stmta sho ul d nOt be confused with survey domains A SIIn'ey domain is a population subgroup for
"hich sepamte survey estimates are desired (e,g .. urban an:as.. rural areas), A SlT'mum is a subgroup in which
the .ample may be designed differently and is sel""ted separatel}' (e ,g .. large size areal units. medium size
areal units, small size areal units). Su,,'ey domains and Strata could be the same but they need not be. A
su"ey domain could consist of one or se,'eral strata. If only implicit stratification is used, then no explicit
strata exist,
When: data are a,'ailable. explicit stratification should be used and can be based on socioeconomic
zones, Or mOre direct relevant characteristics such as level of female literacy, or presence of health and
family planmng facilitie!i in the areas, Within each explicit stratum. the uni!'; can then be ordered according
to location. thus providing implicit geographic stratification
The principal objective of stratification is to reduce sampling error. In a stratified sample. the
sampling error depends on the population variance existing " ';Ihin the strata but not bern'un the strata, For
this reason. it pa}S to create strala with 10" internal variability. Another major reaSOn for stratification is
that. where marked differences exist betWtefl subgroups of the population (e.g .. urban vs. rural), stratification
allows flexible selection of sample allocation and design separately for each subgroup.

,

Stratification ~hould be introdu,w only at the first ~tage of sampling , At the dwelling/household
selection stage, ~ySlem3tic sampling is used for~onvenien,e; howe\ ... , no anempt ~hould be made to reorder
the dwellinglhousehold list before selection in the hope of inc:reasing the implicit stratification effect. Such
efforts generally ha'-e a negligible effect.

1.7

Size of the Sample "Take" per Clustu

The optimum number of householdS/women to be selected pt:r duster, or the cluster "!Jtke," dept:nds
on the variable under consideration. For e:<ample, in estimating contrace ptive pre\a)ence and its
determinants., the \ariables of primal') interest lend to be highly clustered, and comparisons are often
required beNeen geographical areas. For such objecti'·es. cakulations based on WFS sUr\eys suggest an
optimum average "take" of 15-20 "omen pt:r cluster, Other fertility \ariables are less dustered. and moSt
of the comparisons of interest are non-geographical, e,g., comparisons betw«n age groups or levels of
wucation. These are so-called "cross-c lasses." whose different categories appear in most clusters. For such
variables and anal} ses, the optimum is substantially higher, nonnall} well over 50.'
A larger cluster "take" reduces SUr\'ey field costs. Howe,er, DHS sUr\'eys ha\e a wide range of
objecti\es, including SQme for which the optimum "take" i~ around 20. In \ lew ofth is multipurpose role,
it is suggestw that large "takes" be a'-oided.
DHS proposes a cluster "tah" of about 30-40 women for the roral sector. In urban clusters. the CO'lt
ad'antage of a large "take" is generally smaller, and DHS recommends a "take" of about 20-25 women
Where a p~xisting recent household list is available, these figures could be funher reduced since the main
factor favoring a large "take" is sa\ ing in listing opt:rations.

1.8

Rationale f(l r Listing

Usting of d"ellings and households prior to selection of a sample "'p",,~nts an app",ciable field
co,t, b<ltth~", is no reliable method by which it can ~ avoidw. Indew. analysis of sample co\'erag~ rates
in the WFS sugge>ts that more, rather than less. attention to the quality of listing opt:rations is required if
serious bias~s ar~ to be avoided . In paMicular. the combination of listing. sampling. and interviewing into
a single operation, conducted by thc inter\-iew~r while mo,-ing mer th~ sample area. is an unworkable
operation E'en less acceptable is the attempt to 3\Oid listing altogether by ha, ing inter\ iewers c",ate
clusters as the) go along. or select a sample at f,xw inter\-als during a random walk up to a predetennined
quota . Such methods are designed to eliminate conscious choice in selection, but they fail to meet the
requirement that the sample be selected;n such a way as to gi'e a known and nonzero probability to eHI")
potential respondent, Essentially. these methods represent a false economy , It is more efficient to reduce
Ihe sample size and retain the listing operation.
Listing CO'lt. can be reduced by using segmentation to decrease the size of the area which has to be
listed: howe, er, segmentation generates its own costs, and skill in map making and map interpretation is
required. Segmentation becomes progressi'eI} more difficult as segments become smaller because there
are not enough natural boundaries to delineate' ery small segments.. Moreover. concentration of the sample
tnto smaller segments increases the sampling error. Since neighbors' characteristics are correlalw. a smaller
segment captures less of the, ariety existing in the population; this leads to less efficient sampling. The",
is a point beyond "hich it is not useful to atlempt further segmentation. As a general rule the average
segment size should not be less than 500 population (approx imately 100 households) in roral a",as and in

'Data from lhe World Fenility SUr\ oy Assessment proj«t,

,

unplanned urban area~. In planned urban areas, Ii~ting is mu~h easier, and an address system may be in
effect. In this case there is no real need for segmentation. Howe'er, unless such areas are COmmOn and
identifiabk in ad,ance. it may OOt be wonhwhile to make .pecial alTllngements for them.
It i. sometimes suggested that listing could be avoided by making segments SO small tMat they are
equal to the required sample "take" per cluster. One could then use a "take_all" rule at tMe last stage of
sampling. Such small segments, how e,er, will generally be difficult to delineate , In planned urban areas.
this difficulty may be reduced---one could adopt blocks. or even single buildings, as segments-but urban
units ofthis kind are likely to be homogeneous. containing similar households. and there fore less than ideal
as sampling clusters, Am"", imponant obje~tion 10 the omission of independent listing is that;t sen'eS as
a check on the compkteness of Ihe inten ie"ers' work , Ila'e Ihey covered the "hole segment. or ha"e
households been omitted. deliberately or by 0' ersight? WFS cO' erage !"lites suggest thai this kind of error
is widespread and carcful controls are needed.

1.9

Stgmtnlalion, Mapping, List ing. and Main Fieldwo rk

After seleclion oflhe areal unils.lhe ne,,1 STep i. segmentalion. In mosl cases, segmentation can
Oflly be carried 001 in the field. Each areal unil. wheTher due for segmentalion or nOI. should be visited for
,erification of maps, When this has been done. Ihe same team can proceed 10 create the designaled number
of segmenTS and 10 delineate them clearly On the map of the unil. Ifsize measures are required based on a
quick count, Ihese can be obtained at the same lime (seclion 2.5).
Seleclion of the sample segment In each areal unit is Ihe nexl slep. lI;s imponant 10 prevent biased
selecliOfl, Clear inSlrucl;Ofls 00 how to selecllhe segmenT should be giYen 10 the leam doing (he segmenta(iOfl
in th~ field. together wilh necessary parameters (e.g .. random number) , Conlrol procedurcs should be
introduced to enSUre tMat no conscious biased selection occurs.
The nexl Slep is mapping and listing. \fapping refers 10 dra ....·ing a sketch map oflhe selected areal
unil (or segment of an arcal unit) that shows. to the e,,(enT possible . the location oflhe d"ellings together
with landmarks found in Ihe areal unit. The listing should be On a dwelling-cum-household basis (i.e .. listing
of inhabited dwellings logelher with all households residing In each d ..... elling) including d"ellings "here
households are absent al the time of the "isit by the listing tearn. ll>e subsequent inten iew should oo,'er the
current oc~upanlS oflhe lisled dwelling wheTher or not Ihey oc~upied il al the time of listing. Nonnally.
listing should nOI be dOfle by the imer. lev.ers. and for Ihis reason a gap of at least a month is to be e"pecled
for logistical reasons,
Once Ihe mapping and household listing operation is compleled. the household lists shou ld be sent
to the central sur.ey omce for the selection of households, Centralizalion of household selection is
necessary' so thatlhe compleleness oflhe listing operalion can be assessed by e"perienced sur.'ey staff.
Discrepan<;i« between the fX~cud and the 1!SI~dnumber of households must be e\'alualed, Problem areas
should be revisited. Sampling fractions could also be readjusted SO as to give (he expected number of
households. In cases "here il is nol feasible (0 centraliu household selection. especially when regional
listers arc employed and tra,er is difficult. supervisors could be trained to do the selection in the field,
Ho ..... ev.r. in this situation. evaluation of the results may not be possible.
Finally. the in!er.'iewing team will 'isit the area and an intervie ..... er will be assigned to each
dwellinglhousehold selectro. The i"\Cr.'iev.er "ill begm with a brief household interview, listing household
members and 'isitors. and identifying among them all eligible women for the individual inter.·iew. Eligible
"omen are prc' io usl) defined as those" ho arc in the specified age group (I 5-49) and who Slepl in Ihe
household the nighl beforc the mter. i."er·s "isil. Ho"'e"er, ~onscious omission of eligible women on the

•

pan. of interviewer-by pushing them out of the age limit or by stating that they did not s~nd "last night"
in the household-is a real problem, Measures to eliminate this problem should be undertaken , For
example, to remove the incentive for misrecording residency status. DtlS has changed the procedure for
selecting eligible "omen: interviews are to be conducted for all "omen age I 5-49 regardless of whether they
slept in the household "last night" However. the de facto character of the survey should be maintained at
the data analysis stage. by including in the analysis only the "omen "ho slept in the household "last night"
(section] ,I),
In the event of failu re to contact a household Or ~rson identified as eligible. the interviewer is
required to make twO callbacks On different days before the inte'" iew is abandoned.

1.10

Sampling Erron

Sampling erroT'!l for "ariables and subclasses of interest must be produced together" ith the sun e~
results This is crucial in evaluating and interpreting the sune), results (see section 3.1).

1.11

Documenting the Sample

The tas); ofthe sampler does not end with the selection of the sample. The preservation of sampling
documentation is an essential requisite for sampling error computation. for linkage with other data sources,
and for various kinds of checks and supplementary studies. Experience shows thaI special efforts are nceded
se'eral times during the survey operatioo if this seemingly unimportant chore is to be carried out effectively:
(1) at the time of the sample design. (2) at the end of the fieldwork. and (3) at the completion ofthe data file,
If prese1'\'ation of documentation is delayed, considerable elTon will be required to reconstitute the missing
information when il is ncede<! .
DHS gi,es special al1cntion to the issue of documentation, Details of requir<:menls are set in section
4. The same section includes the requirements for sample information to be entered On the indiyidual data
record •.

,

2. SELECTED SAMPLING TECHNIQ UES
2. 1

OispropOl1ionalf" Sa mpling Bem e-en Domain s

In a standard DHS su ....'ey. each final elementary unit (i.e., eligible woman) ,,;ill have an equal
probability of selection. This sample design is knO"ll as the <'quai probability oj $~I~c/ion me/hod (EP'SEM).
It may also be called self·,.-eigluing because the ~sults can be treated as directl) ~p~sentati\'e of the
population concerned. without the need for weights III the analysi"
This section deals ""'ith departures from this simple model and, in particular. with the deliberate
introduction of different sampling f""'tion, (or probabilities) in different domains of the !;lImple, The~ a~
t .... o main moti' eS for such disproportionate !;lImpling hem cen domains:
I.

COSt efficien,) is inc",ased if a higher !;lImpling fraction is used in domains "here the population
\ariance is larger and the unit C051S are lower. Thus. !;lImpling fractions may be manipu lated in
order to reach an optimum des ign.

2

The SUf\e~ planner rna) .... ish to report findings for a population subgroup .... hich constitutes onl}
a small percentage of the" hole population. If a fi~ed !;lImpling f""'tion is used e"cry" here, this
small group " ill be allocated a correspondingly small !;lImple, Sampling elTOr increaseS as !;lImple
si~e falls. and it may be that. gi,'en the overall sample .ize. the :;ampling error forthis domain would
be unacceptably large , The problem can be resol\'ed by o\'ersampling the small domain. thus
",dueing its !;lImpling error. When considering the whole population. a "eight is introduced to
compensate for the unbalanced sampling in the special domain

One strategy for disproportiOllate sampling involves , 'a') ing the sampling fractions bemeen domains
in order to maximize cOSt efficiency, It relics on the fonnula
,

kS.

or.
c

_

.... herej is the sampling fraction, k is a constant, S is the element standard devialion existing in the
.,.,pulation (nm the standard error of the estimate). C is the cost per unit. and the suffi.~ " designates the
domain. This allocation ofthe :;ample among the strata minimizes the standard errOr of the O\'erall !;lImple
mean for a given budget. This strateS) is of limited rc!ev8nceto DHS. both because the optimum allocation
'aries for different ,'ariables and ~ause the \'ariations bel\'een domains in a demographic SUf\'"> a",
unlikely to be "c') great. so that the poIemial ~onomy is small, In \'ic" of the disadnnlage. of a weighted
sample. the "optimum allocation" !;lImp!e is not ",commended for DHS (see s«tion 2,2).
The second t~hnique. o\ersampling a small domain ofslud} to give it a more substantial !;lImple
and hence reduce the !;lImpling error of its estimate. rna} often be of\'alue in a DHS sUf\ey. In particular.
there may sometimes be a call for o\ersampling the urban sector. An ob"ious extension i. to seek to gi"e
an adequate sample to each of several different domains. For example. SOme national sur".y organizations
fa\'or designs ,,'h;ch will yield the same pr~ision in each of a number of region. making up the country.
If One assumes that rhe iX'pulalion standard dev;atioo is the same in all the regioos. this strategy would imply
an equal sampie size in each "'gion, stnce sampling error;s a functioo of sample size, As regions in'ariably
differ in Iheir population size. this would imply unequal !;lImpl ing fractions between regions .

•

In order to evaluate these schemes. some simple formulae are needed. In what follo,,"s, the
population standard deviation is assumed to be constant among the domains. Also the assumption is made
that any o,'er- Or undersampling is implememed by modifying the first stage selection only, leaving the
design for subsequent stages unchanged. Ul n. denote the sample SIze and .... the weight in domain h.
If the sample in domain h is changed from n. to n'., the sampling variance is muillplied by n.ln' •.
for example. if the sample is doubled, the sampling variance is hah'ed. What really maners from the point
of view of the analyst is not the sampling \ariance but its square rool. the standard elTOr. This will be
multiplied by {(11./11'.). Thus. to achie'e halflhe standard elTO'. one needs to quadruple the sample si~e.
Large changes in sample size are needed to achieve modest changes in sampling elTOr.
If the tOlal sample size is kept constant" hen disproponionate sampling is introduced. the unequal
sampling fractions cause an increase in sampling errOr for eSlimates based on the whole sample. The
sampling variance for estimates relating to the ....·hole sample is inflated by a factor:

(Ln.HLn .... ;)
(Ln ..... )l

This faclor is never less than 1 so that t>'en lhough precision is gained in a given domain eSlimate.
there is a loss in the form of increased sampling elTOr allhe le,'el of estimates for the whole !>ample,
Example 2 I J
A fictional DHS country has an urban population of 1 million and a rural population of 4 million.
A sample of 5,000 people (i.e., 0.1 percent of the population) shall be selected. In order to insure more
precision in the estimates for the relati\Cly small urban sector. a decision is made to double the urban
sampling fraction relative to the rural one. while maintaining the same lotal sample.

Table 2. 1.1 shows the different sampling parame(ers. the gain in the urban domain variance, and the
loss in total 'ariance.
Table 2.1.1
Domain

,,,

ropu lal i<>n

Prn~i<>nal.

N.

'.

OJ
1.000,000
Rural

4.000,000

TOIal

5.000.000

.

Di~propor1ionat.

Sampte

"

V",'/Var

5£'IS£

.......

2.000k

4.000 k - 3.333

'"

0.11

1.20

1.10

'."

6,000 k - 5,000

1.08

''''

,'"

9

'"
a

1.6(;7

(.J

'"

Column (I) gives the population estimates.
Column (2) allocates !he gi'en toul sample of 5.000 betv.een urban and rural domains in proponion
to the population in column (I).
Column (3): The sample size is firsl doubled for Ihe urban domain (yielding 2.0(0) and the rural
domain remains unchanged (4.000) . Since this implies a 10lal sample of 6,000, a factor I: is
introduced. The left.hand column sums to 6,0001:. Equating this to the desired sample of 5.000,
1: - 516. Hence 2,0001:- 1.667 and 4,0001: - 3,333. which are the new disproportionate sample sizes
,,'. for the urban and rural domains. respe<:ti,·eiy.
Column (4) is simply (",/n',) for each domain since the sampling "ari"""e is inversely proportional
to the sample size. The value in column (4) for the total domain is t~ quantity L diseussed above:
subslituling n', for "h and (",In'.,) for
the fomlUla giyes L - 27125 - 1.08.
Column (5) is the square root of column (4).

w'"

Column (4) is mainly useful if one is inleresled in sample size Or in COSts. since these are
approximately inversely proponional to the sampling \Drianc. of the estimate. Column (5) is more useful
if the COncern is wilh the size of the sampling error.
In the aoove el<Dmple. the disproponionale sampling plan chosen reduces the sampling standard error
in the urban domain to 77 per<:enl of its 'alue under proponionate sampling. This gain is paid for with an
increase in the sampling standard error of 10 percent for the rural domain and 4 percent for the total sample.
The equivalent proportionate sample to yield this larger standard error {4 percent higher} for lite t01a1
sample can be calculated as niL - 5,000/1.08 - 4,630. a "10"" of370 cases. On the other hand. the sample
size that would be necessary to maintain the same sampling precision in the "total" estimate as with the
proportionate sample assuming the disproponionate sampling rates in lite aoove table can be cakulated as
"L - 5000xl.08 - 5400. In other words. an 8 percent Increase in sample SIze would ~ nttded to compensate
for the disproponionate sampling.
Examp!e 2 I 2
[n a fictional DHS counlf)·. there are thrtt important "'Sions. North. Central and South. "nich differ
considerably in population size. What "ould Ihe implications ~ if it "'ere decided to select a
disproponionate sample designed to }ield identical sample sius in each region? [n Table 2. I .2, the total
population is assumed to ~ 5,400.000. and tht desired total sample is 5.400.
Tabid,! 2

Region

Population
N,

")

Pro~ionate

.,",

Di'l'fOllOMionate
Sample

'"

.',

r",'! V'"

s£·, S£

(3)

(')

")

North

1,000,000

,",,00

1.800

0.S6

07S

Central

2.000,000

',000

1.800

I.! 1

105

"""

2.400,000

2.400

1,800

1.33

5.400,000

5.400

5,400

1 107

Talal

"

'"

1.052

The disprop"'1ionale sample reduces Ihe sampling error by 25 percent in tile NOrTh. increases it by
5 percent in the Cenual region and increases it b) 15 percent in the SourTh. For the country as a whole. the
increase i. 5,2 percent.
The equivalent proporTionate sample. gi> ing the same sampling error (5 ,2 percent higher) for the
"total" estimate. is niL - 5,400/1.107 - 4.878. so that the number of cases "lost" is 522, The sample size " 'ith
the same disproportionate sampling rates which would be needed to maintain the same precision for the
"total" estimate as would be yielded b) the 5.400 proportionate sample is nL· 5.400~1.107 - 5.978. an
increase of 578 cases.
Both of the abov'e examples illustrate an important fact: nenher the gams nor the losses resulting
from disproporTionate sampling are v'ery substantial unless the samp ling fractions depart a long way from
equality. Even the 2:1 o"ersampling in Example 2.1.1 only reduces the urban sampling error by 23 percent:
this is paid for by some mooeSI increases in rural and t()tal sampling errors. [n Example 2.1.2. the regions
vary widely in population si~e. yet the gains and losses from using equal samples in all regions are still
mmor.
The small magnitude of the gains needs to be sel against the disadvantages of a "eighted sample
"hich are discussed in the next section. In many cases. departure from proportional sampling "'ill noI. justify
the practical inconv'enience,

2.2

Sample Weighling

In general. DHS recommends self-weighting samples Where this =ommendation is accepted . no
weights should be computed or used, Where the sample is not self_weighting. design weights. combined
with non response weights for the s.ame domains. should be entered in the data r«ord and used in all
analyses.

2.2.1

Ddinitions and Cakulation s of Sample Weighli5

If a sample of S1~e n is selected from a population of size ,V, u~;ng an equal probability design w,th
selection probabilityf - nIN. an) total in the population can be estimated by multiplying the corresponding
sample total by IV'n. The multiplier 1\~/n is called the ra;s;ngjaclor.
Instead of est, mating a tOI3I. One may " 'ish m estimate a mean. a rate, a proportion or a ralio , In all
cases. Ihe rai~ing facmr will be applied to bolh the numerator and the denominator and will cancel out. It
follows lhat means. rales, elC. can be taken straight from the s.ample: the s.ample "8Iue pro"ides a direct
estimate of the populati()n v'aJue. for example. if 80 perc~nt ofthe sample women are married then one can
estimate that 80 percent of the corresponding women in Ih~ whole population are married, Nearly all oflhe
figures presented in a DHS survey are means, rates or proporTions: these require no raising faclors and nO
weights as long as an equal probability sample design is used. Howevcr. if the selection probability varies.
the ,,"smg factor Sin - llf. more generally called "'~Ighl. has to be applied separatel) to each domain for
whIch the sampling fraction is different.
Eum p le 2 2 I
In Table 2,2.1. the sampling fractions adopted are sho"11 in column (I), and the data assumed by the
example are in columns (3) and (4). The obj«tivc IS to estimate the percentage of married women.

"

The sample totals for columns (3), (4), and (5) han linle meaning and .....ould not norma!1y be
calculated, be<:ausc they are un ..... eig!1ted. They have been entered here for the sake of comparison ..... ith the
linal estimates in the subsequent columns.
Table 2.2.1
Sample Data (yn",·e;rbttd)
Domain

•

,...

Samplin,
Fracllon ,

'"

We'~~11

.... 1 f.

'"

Total Married Percent
Women Wom.n Married
(l)

We.t

1'2.000

eo.,

'.000 ..,
'.000 '.000

112.51111

2,500

T_'

I 1,000

")

L200

""
.00
..,

3,100

2.510

PoouIAljOll £Shmm!
Total
Wom.n

(l)

..
'"

"

"

Marr,ed
Women

")

")

"'.000

810,000

2,000,000

1.600,000

3,000,000 2,250,000
5.900.000 4.660,000

Percent
Married
(0)

.'"
"
"

The r(JiSing/actors, or weights, sho",,, in column (2) are used 10 raise the sample data of columns
(3) and (4) to population estimates on columns (6) and (7). Comparing colwnns (5) and (8), one can see thai
the weights do not affect the eslimate, wilhin domains and this is as predicted, because Ihe weight is COflslant
"ithin any domain Ho"."er, the lotal in column (8), which is obtained by dividing the total in column (7)
by Ihe total in column (6), gives 79 percent instead of the 81 percent obtained from the un"eighted sample
data. The differential w"ighting has lowered the est,mate.
Since the we,ghts appear on the numeratOr and the deoommator of the final eSllmate, any commOn
factor can bee removed from the "e'ghlS. Forex&mpie, all the weights can be divided by 1,000. Column (2)
then becomes I: 2: 2 .5. These are no longer raising/acro,.. but they are still weights, and the final estimate
of79 percent married is not changed. Thus, it is only the relative values of the weights that mailer as long
as means, rate~, proportions, or ratios are being estimated.
A weighted rate or ratio R ~ YIX is estimated " 'ith the formula '

,

.

[w.Y.
[w.r.

"here r. and)j, are the sample total, in domain h. If the variable X is the number of ca!;eS N, then the
following formula can be u!;ed for estimating a weighted mean:

,_ . Lw.y.
Lw.n.
The standard way to introduce weights into the analysis is to include 11 weight ,'ariable on each
individual Tttord. In Example 2.2.1. for instance, the data re<:ords for each sampled wornan in the Eastern

'Cap,tallen .... Indicate the population: ,mall len .... indicat. the lMllple.

"

domain would have a value of 1 for the weight variable, those in the Western domain a value of2, and those
in th<: Coostal domain a \alue of2.5. When a weighl variable is included in this way, il is maighlfO""'ard
to employ il to ron any analysis required. provided that the compuICrprogram is capable of handling weights.
In Example 2.2.1, il is assumed that Ihe weights are used 10 compensate for unequal selection
probabilities_ Weights can also be used to compensate for nonresponse. the failure to obtain data for some
ofthe sampled units. In Example 2.2.1. suppose that column (3) represents only the respondents while Ihe
numbers initially selected for inle,."iew were larger. as shown below:
Table 2.2.2
Number of
Responden\>

!'umber of
Women
Selww

(Percent)

,.,

..,

'.000

.,

West

>.000

1.250

C~,

1.200

1.412

Domain

Response

'M<

"
"

The response rate--number of respondents as a percentage of the number of "omen selected-is
indicated for each region and can be incorporated into the weighting system To compensate for nonresponse.
the raising factors could be increased from 1.000 to 1.00010 .9{1 .. 1.111 for the East. from 2.000 to
2.00010.80" 2.500 for- the West. and from 2.50010.85 " 2.941 for the Coos\. Making the weight forthe East
I. the weights for the West and the Coast an- then 2.25 and 2.65 respectively. These weights differ therefore
from the I : 2 : 2.5. arising from the sampling weights alone because they also compensate forthe variability
in response rates across the three regions. For instance. the WeSt and Coast have lower response rates than
the East, and hence their weights have been increased relati.-e to that for the East in compensation.
Nonresponse adjustments of this type try to compensate for biases introduced by varying response rates in
'arious parts of the sample. They do so by increasing the weigh!. of the respondents to represent the
nonrespondents. It should be noted. however, that these adju~tmenl~ do not anemptto compensate for the
bias resultins from an) systematic differences between respondents and nonrespondents I<'ithin the domains_
Another fonn of weighting adjustment ~ompensates for differences bem-«,n the achieved
distribution for the sample for some characteristic and known population distribution for that characteristic_
For-example. e,'en ....-ith a perfectly implemented equal probability sample. die age distribution in the sample
will differ SOm"" hat from th<: JIOPUlation ase distribution because of sampling nuctuations. If the population
age distribution is known (for example. from a recent census), One can reweight the sample. age group by
age group. to bring it into line .... ith the population distribution. The same type of weights N/n. is used .
.... here h designates the age group. Thil; kind of adjustment is known as poSI-Slratijicalion. When the
population distribution of a chara~teriS1ic is known. the post-stratification t)'pe of adjustment can also be
used to compensate for nonresponse and noncoverage.
2.2.2

Wb~n

is Weigh ti ng: Neceual")'~

The o"erall effect of weighting is small. The sampling fractions in Example 2,2.1 "ary by as much
as 2.S to I. and are closely correlated with the variable of concern which is the pen;entagcofmarried WOmen.
Despite such circum~tances favoring a weightedlunweighted differential, it turns oUlthat weighting reduces
the final estimate only slightly, from 31to 79 percent. Weighting adjustments for nonresponse rates would

generally ha,'e much less effect even Ihan this. because the weights (which are lhe reciprocals of Ihe response
rales) are most unlikely to vary belween domains by more Ihan 10 percent.
In a general survey repo", Ih. maIn purpose is 10 provide Ihe best possible estimales of a wide
variety of populalloo CharaCleristics based on Ihe sample. If va') ing sampling fractions ha,'e been used in
the sample design. Ihese should be ref1e<:ted in the estimates: in other words. in these circumstances
"eighting should be considered obligatoI')' even iflhe effe<:ls are small. Such weights are called desig"
weight•. Ob~iously. In an equal probability sample no design weighls are required. "hich is why such a
sample is lermed self ...t ighting.
With respect to nonresponse. the "eighting adjustment corre<:ts only a pan of the nonresponse bias
and the CQ!Teclions .... ill nearly always be trivial in developmg countries. "here response rales are high. It
is reasonable to omit such re .... eighting if the sample is self·weighting. On the other hand. if design weights
are to be used for domains. there is lillie added complexity in modifying these weights to lake account of
,ariation in nonresponse rates between these domains. The combined weight for domain h will be 1I(j"R,.}.
"here R. is the response rate.
Finall>. post_stratification "'eighling is bener avoided unless one has considerable confidence in the
a"uracy of Ih. census dala used. or unless there are good reaSOnS for belie"ing that there WlIS scvere
underco\Crage in the sur"e) sample
2.2.3

Slandanlization of Weights

Caution should be talen in the usc of weights in su ... ey anal:scs. In panicular. care must be taken
distinguish between the sample SIze and the sum Oflhe sample .... eights. As noted abo"e. the sum of the
sample ",eighl~ is generally an arbitra') number. ft"sulling from cllonsing the ",eights in an> way that gi"es
the correci rela!i,e magnitudes. If. for example. the weights are computed simpl) as the recIprocal of the
scle<:t;on probabilities (w. - IffJ. the Sum of the weights will exceed Ihe sample size. often 10 a considerable
eXlen(. The Incorrect treatment of the Sum of the weights as equ,,·alent 10 the sample size then allributes
much greater precision 10 the su ...·ey estimates than is warranted. Similarly. the application of significance
tests (e.g .. X' lesls) treating the Sum ofthe .... eights as the sample sizes .... ill grossly overstate the significance
Ie, els lIChie' ed. The calculatIon of the sampling errors of .... eighled estimales muSt be carried oul using the
appropriate fonnulae and programs (section 3.2).
to

A rc.:ommended procedure ..... hich has several advantages. is to sw"dardi=e the "eights in such a
way that the total weighted sample intC1"\ i ..... ed i. equal 10 the total unweighted. This means multiplying all
.... eights by the factor:

"heft" fI, is Ihe number of cases bearing the "eighls W,. It is these standardized weights that are entered inlO
the data record for each indi,·idual Note thaI within anyone catego,)· Or subset ofthe sample the equality
of -..-eighled nand un ...elghled" will not hold.
Standardizalion of the ....·eights in this way has the ad'antage thai if only the weighted" is quoted.
the ",ader "ill not be seriously misled. In add Ilion. the error "hich results from confusing the Sum of the
"eights with the sample size will be a,'oided. Note that the computation of sampling error still need5 10 take
into lIcCOUnt the sample structUft". stratification and clustering (seclion 3.2).

"

2.3

SYSiematic Sampling

Systematic sampling is the selection of sampling units at a fixed interval from a list, starting from
a randomly determined point. Compart'd with random selection. systematic sampling huthree adnntages
(1);t is easier to perform; (2) it aHo,.-s easy verification of the selection; and (3) if the list is in some order.
the method pro"ides a degr« of stratification in resJl""t to the ,ariable on w'hich the list is based. Because
of these advantages. systematic selection is mtlCh more often use<lthan random selection. In real life, most
lists do contain some degree of ordering_
Systematic sampling is norman} carried out as follo'H: assuming a whole number interval I. the
procedure begins with a random number R that is less than or ~ual to I. The units to be selected are the ones
numbered R. R-f. R-21. etc .. until the end oflhe list is reached. [fthe design specifIes the numbo. of units
to be selected. the imen'al/is computed asNIn. rounded to the nearest whole number, ... here.\' is the number
of units in the list and n is the numbor of units lO be selecte<!. On the OIher hand. if the design specifie, the
sampling fraction Or probability f. Ihen the ime,,'a[ is compute<! as 1 - l,tf In Ihis case, if I is nOi a whole
number. there rna} be an appreciable errOr in rounding itlO the neareSl w-hole number. h is suggested 1hat
where 1 is a non·"ho[e number less than 5. the decImal inte"'31 method be used_ Moreoyer. if the same non·
whole number inte"'31 i.to be used repeatedl} in the sample sekct;on. then Ihe decimal inte"al method
should be use<! in any case.
Selection with 3 decimal ;nte"a) ma} be earned out as follows;
(I)

Calcu late the interval I rounded to One dec imal place.

(2)

Find a random number bet\\een I and IO xl and place a decimal point before its last digit.
This be<:ome' R.

(3)

Compute the sequence of sampling numbers; R. R-l. R+2l. elc.

(4)

The whole number part of each sampling number indicates the unit to be selected.

Example 2 3
Let 1 - 3_4, Select a random number between I and 34. say 23. Then R - 2.3. The sampling
numbers and selections are as follows:
Sampling l\umber

Unit Selecled

5.7

2
5
9

., ,'

"

]2,5. etc

12, elc_

In this example, the method of decimal inlernl gi,es an Interval which is
4, with the desired average of3.4.

sometlm~s

3. sometImes

After selection. one mUSI chec k that the number of units selec1ed is ~ual to NIl. "ith an error of nOi
mOre Ihan I (",I). where I is the inten'al actually used.

Often the sample design calls for numerous systematic samples, for example, a systematic ... mple
of households rna} be n«dw within each selectw area unit. [n this situation a separate random stan R
should be detenninw indepc:ndently for each sample.

2.4

PI'S Selr-weighting Sampl~ Design

2.4.1

PI'S Saml'le D~ign

Different sampling probabilities may be used in different domains. or strata. of the ... mp[e (section
2.1) The principle may be pushed to the exlreme by selecting every primary ... mpling unit (PSU) ,,·ilh
differenl probability.
A common sampling plan is to select each PSU with a probability proportional to the estimated
population of the PSU. ThUs. ifunit A is estimated to be 10 times as large as unit B. it i5 given 10 times as
many chances of being selecled. This gi,es a .ample biased in fn'or of the large units but the bi3'l IS
corrected [aler. This method is called sampling ....ilh prababiluy praporlional W Jl:e. or FPS sampling.
One way of correcting the b,as IS 10 use Ihe opposite system at the household sampling stage, i,e ..
sampling ... ith probability im'crsel} proporliona[ to the meaSure of siu that was used at the area sampling
stage. This means that the sampling fraction for households in area unit A will be 10 times smaller than in
unit B. thus canceling the bi3'l introduced at the Ii.,;t suge. A gi,en household in unit A I>O\\ has e:<actly the
same probability of selt<:tion as a household in unit B Since Ihis is an equal probability ... mple. no
"eighting is needed in the analysis. i.e .. the ... mple i. self·"eighting, The ad"antages of self· weighting
samples have been discussed in section 2.2.
With this sample design. if the eSlImateS ofsiu used at the first sampling stage were always exactly
equal co che number ofhouseho[ds in each unll.. or e\'en e:<actly propol1ionallO that number, it "ould follow
that at th" second stage, one "'ould be selt<:ting alued number of househo/dJ in eyery selected unit,' In
practice. the estimate of size is inaccurate to ,'arymg degrees in different situations. This method is
5Om~imes called sampling ..-ilhprobabililypropor/iollallo e.limaled si:e or PPES sampling. lfthe ahoye
sampling plan is followed using PPES sampling. one getS a household ... mple in each PS U which is only
approximate l} constant.
It i§ the approximate cons-tanc} ohhe workload in each area unit that cons-titutes the main attraction
of the PPES sampling, tog~her with the self·w"ighting properly ils-df The fiddwork is a good deal easier
to organiu if there are not ,'ery large workloads in some areas and ve~ small ones in others. This adyantage
IS particularl} significant when sampling ordinary administrali'e units. which commonl) vary widely in
populauon si~e

A further advantage ofPPS (or PPES) sampling is thaI. in general. it reduces the sampling error for
esumates of totals, It w,lI also. III general. tmprove sampl ing efficiency for means. rates. proponions. and
ratios.

'tn a ~nn to tim ...... large on. ""ould be select;",. thscl;on IOtim ... as small . More g.nerall)'. ifin the ~
area. m, household. are selected from a tOiaI of M" and if the samplini fnlction /. is made 10 vary iny ...... ly '" ith Me then
f - /elM, wher. l i. con,tant. But/. - m,iM,. Thererore m, - ,\ - cons/Onl.

"

2.4.2

M elhod of Se lection with PPS
Selection with PPS (or PPES) is most easily perfonned as follo"'s:
a.
b.
c.

List the area units " 'jth the e5!;malN size M; shown againsl each un;!.
Cumulate lhe values of M, and enler this against each unit . Check that the last entl')' equals
the sum of the M, values. or .EM,
If a is the number of area units 10 be selected. compute Ihe sampling inter.al

1- .EM, la_
d.
e.
f.

Select a random number bot",..,n I and I. Let thi, bo R.
Compute the sampling numbersR. R+I. R+2J. __ , R +(a.!)1
For each sampling number. find the first cumulative M, which equals Or exceds il The
com:sponding unit is the one to be seleclN.

Exam ple 2 4 1
Planned sample size:
Sum of unit sizes,
Interval:
Random number beh_een 1 and 550:
Unit seleclN inlo the sample:

A.,
Unit

""
'' '' ''
"'"
""
.".""'"
""'
"'"
""""

'''"
"""
M,

.."

""
""
""
n"
"
""""
90

2.43

R-90
001. 007.01 I. elc

Cumulative

Sampling

M,

Number

,,.

Selection

210

""

'"
""
'""
'"
,.,
""

""

I.OSO
1.19'0
1.100

1.19'0

38.500

lut lSO
Total

" .. 70
1::.11," 38.500
I .. r..\J, /u " 550

38,SOO- l:.lf,

Computation of Sampling Fraction for Household s

A two-Slage self.weighting sample is assumed wilh area units allhe first stage and households al
Ihe second ,tage: in each selected household all eligible women are to be inlerviewed. Let a be Ihe numbor

"

of area units Or primary sampling unils (PSUs) 10 be Selel:led. let AI, be Ihe estimated size and
actual size of the /'010 area unit. meawrW in lerms ofthe number of households,'

Ali be the

The PSUs are ",Iected with systematic PPS sampling using Ihe interval I, - 1:.11, la , With the
sampling points distributed at this inlmal. it is dear that a unit whose size is M, has a chance ,1f,ll, of being
selected. ThUs. the firsHtage probabilit) is

aM,

M,

P" •

;,

In working out the sample design. the first step is to fix the o\'erall sampling fraclion! This mUSI
be the ratio oflhe number of women to be selected 10 the number of eligible women existing' If P~ is the
sampling probabilil) at Ihe second stage (i.e ,_ for houst'hold seleclion) in the " PSU, then, 10 get a st'lf_
....·eighling sample" ilh o\'erall probabilil) I so thaI P" P" - I. it follo" s that'

P

"

•

ILu,

f
P"

oM,

The sampling inter"al/~ for household seleclion in Ihe" PSU is
;

"

.

•

aM,

This must be compuled for each PSU selected.lhen used for systemalic sampling ofhoust'holds.
according 10 Ihe method described in st'ction 2,3.
Exawple 2 4 2

This eXlmlple expands On EXlmlpie 2.4.1, Suppose Ihatthe unilS ",Iected in Example 2,4.1 are for
the urban sector. Together. these ""0 examples soo" the complete sampling process for the first th= area
units st'lected in the urban sector ofa fictional counlry. For the sake of simplicity, the country is assumed
to ha'-e a population of less than I million,

1

,
's..e

[ksired sample SIze'

5.000 "'omen age 15_49

Number of women age 15-49 in the
counll') (extrapolated from census to
sune) date):

168.000

Imporlanl NOI~.

page 19.

'In nt;malm& the number to ~ se!eoltd, an allowance '$ made of approximatel) 10 pertent for in!e",iew
nonresponse and .."dertoverage in listina (or hi&h" if data from preVtoU' ,u",ey.. ",hen tho)' exi>!. >how a low..
rnponse and C<I~erage "'te.) I~ <$timll!ing the number existing. genenolly data from the ]",e.l cen.us are projectw. to
the fieldworl: date. Note that the number of .... omen per household neW. not be con$idttw.. The sampling probability
for women;$ the same as thaI for boust'hold. beo.u~ ,II women in each houo;ehold art going 10 be ;nle"ieww..

"

3.

6

8.

Number of women age 15-49 in the

urban sector:

46,600

Sample selected (allow-ing I I) perccm
nonre'pon"" ):

5,556 women

Desired cluster "lake" (urban):

20 "'omen interviewed

Sampling fracllon:

f~

Women selected in urban s«\or:

46,600130.24 " 1541

Number of clu~i1Crs selected
(A'crage ofn women pH cluster):

1.541122 - 71)

5,5561168,000 " 1/30.24

For the .econd stage of sampling households. compute the household sampling interval for each
selected area unit:
aM,

f

[M ,

"here 0 " 70-1 - 1130.24,1:,1/, " 38500. and If. is the ~timat«l size. taken from Example 2.4.1. This gives
i,," 1),0550,1/. For the three units sele<:led in Example 2.4.1. this g;'-c.:

UnitOO1:
Unit 007:
Unit 011:

I~"

O.0550x 150 .. 8.3
1),1)5S0x 110 .. 6. I
I,," I),0550x 140 .. 7.7
I~ "

The final step is to list the households in the selected "",as and to select,. systematic sample of
households. using Ihe above inle,vals and folio" ing the method of Example 23.1

Imporl(lm nme: Allhe sta" of section 2.4.3. il is staled Ihallhe size measureS M, used in Ihe firsl stage
seleclion are 10 be underslood in lenns ohhe number of households e.~isling in Ihe" PSU. However.lhey
could equall) well be the number ofpersom (i.e .. Ihe census populalion). Even Ihough the second stage of
sampling operates with households. and Ihe M,' denote households. no,,·here has the assumption been used
that the ,~r are measured in tennS of households. The abo, e procedures apply wilhout an) modification if
the M, represent populatIon sIzes; in pa"icular Ihere is no ne«! to introduce any household size estimale al
any POint In the operations. In practice. census data are more often available in tenns of population than in
tenns of households and Iheir use is at least as appropriate for the present purpose.
2A.~

Units s.,1.., trd wi th

C~rtainC)·

In systematic PPS sampling "ith intt"al I. any unit "hose si~e equals or exceeds! is certain 10 be
selected. If the melhod is maintain«l in such cases, units larger Ihan the interval may be selected two Or
more times . These large units are said 10 have been selected wilh certainly. or to be se/fnpreseming "nilS.
Examining the list of P'SUs before sampling begins. but after computation of 1M inter\-al. will sho"
whether there are many units ofsi~e greater than I. If there are vely few, not more than five. the simpleS!

solution might be 10 splil each such unit into two or mOre approximately equal subunits of Sile leSS than J.

"

The split would be made fi,..,.too paper onl}. The size meaSure for me original unit is divided equally among
the subUnits and sampling proceed~. Later Ihe splil is "materialized," eilher by drawing a line On me map
oflhe area, Or by idenlifying a ~uilable dividing line during Ihe firsl field visillo Ihe area,
If a substanlial number oflhe units chosen 10 seT\'e a~ PSUs are larger Ihan the interval I, then me
choice of such a unillo SCl".e as PSU waS clearly inappropriate. One solution to this problem is to remove
all PSUs that are greater than a cenain mreshold ~ize (which need nO! be exactly equal 10 f) from Ihe list
before sampling and to give them special treatment. Assuming the desire to maintain the same sampling
inlervaL then a pan oflhe sample "ill fall into each one of these units. They are not, Iherefore, sampling
un;,s but sirata by definition. A new. smaller type of sampling unil has to be designaled to serve as PSU
":ithin these areas. For the purpose of sampling crror computation, it is imponanl to realize that the tenn
selj-repruem;ng PSU is misleading. The self-representing units are in fact Sirota, while the ne", smaller
units within them are the true PSUs.
2.5

A Pra ct ical Model Sa mpl e w it h V ari a nts'

Exact PPS self-weighling sampling, leading \0 an exactl} ti.~e<! "take" in each dusler, is nO! feasible
;n the context of DHS sun-·e)"S. In general, Ihe available measure of "size" for sel~ting the area units will
be the population figures of the last census. Severnl faCIO,..,. inten-ene to make Ihis no mOre than a rough
approximation to the size measure thaI would result in a fi~cd "takc" of women per cluster:
"

The census figures rna) h,,'c been maccur.Ue, In any case, mel' will usually be out of date by
the timo oflhe DHS sun-oy.

•

The census areas may nOI always be correctly identified during the mapping and household
operntion for the survey.

•

Sizes are given in tenns of populauon but the second ,lage of selection operates wilh
households. Moreover_ the number of"'omen per household var;es

•

Nonrcsponse and undcreovcragc, "helher althe household or individual le\'el, intrOOuce a
further >curee of variation.

In practice. mcrcfore, it is not possible to achieve a COn-llant "take" of women per dusler "hen using
me PPES self-weighting design in the DI-IS """text WFS and DHS experience suggest Ihal the "take" ""ill
Iypically "aT) with a coefficient of variation of about 0.4.· This is a very substantial degree of variability.
Since the avai lable meaSureS of size provide only an approximation to the true size, PPES sampling
serves only \0 cootrol the mOSI extreme variations in area unit sizes. It is reasonable, therefore, \0 treat these
size meaSureS in a ,cry approximate ""a>', using them in broad size_groups instud of e.xact figures. This
suggests the possibility of the "standard segment" -Ilmlegy outline<! ;n section I ,5 and described in the next
section,

'Throughoulthis section, it is assumN t1lO1lhe survey de,;", call. f01" the intervie" of e.. ery eligible wOman
in each sampte<! hOU$<"hold.

I>n.. ooeffl(i.,,! of variation (CV) is deflnN 1$ the ratio ofth. standard devilltion to the mean. For example.
with CV - 0.4, in. sample with I mean "take- of35 "omen suIXC..fully intervie,,·e<!. the .tandard dO\'ialion i. 0,4 x
35 - 14 and one could expeo:t to percenl of the clusters to show a "tal." Ie .. than 12 or "ealer than 58 (fTOm 35"
1.64'14).

"

2.5.1

T ile Sta nd a rd Segment Design

In the diseussion tIIal follows, il i~ assumed Ihat censu~ enumeralion areas (EAs) are used as first
stage units. The de'iign i. the same when olher areal units than EAs are used. The first step in designing a
sample using tile .tandard segment approach is to fix a standard segment size. as small as sums practical.
e.g .• 500 population. Segments tIIat 1m too small will be difTkulllo map due to lack of readily identifiable
boundaries. Each EA 10 tile count') is allocated a number J , of segments by dividing ils cenSus population
by the standard segment size and rounding to the nearest whole number. At this Stage nO segmenls are
ac1Ually identified, Ifan EA is so small that 5 , would be 0, it is combined with the next one on the list with
the exception that. ifsuch a small EA is tile last listed in a stra1Um, it should be combined "'ith the preceding
One.
The EAs are then sampled wnh PPS where the ' size " is the number of segments. $ ,. A field
operation is then organized to create the e:>mCt number J,of segments required in each selecled EA. and one
of these segment~ is selected at random. Creation of segments invor-es delineatmg them on a map oflhe
EA. With in each EA Ihe segments should be approximately equal in populat ion size, However. it is also
important to adopl segment bourKIaries that are easi ly identifiable, After selection of the segments. a listing
operation muSt be carried out in each selected segment.
The sampling probability at the fLrst stage is

"here k is a constam. and tile second stage probability is

The o'erall probabilily is therefore:

Since Ih IS IS constant. the resu lt is a self. weighting sample of se gments , Finall~. a third stage is
Introduced at ,,'hich households a,'e selected wilh a probabil ity that i. fixed every" here.
An exactly equi,'alent procedure for EA selection . somewhat simpler in concept. is to lisl the EAs
"ith Iheir segmenlS represented by x"s. Then a systematic sample is selected among tne X"s. illuslrated b)
the nc"t e1<llrnple
Eam ple 2 5 I
Census .i~es of EAs are assumed a'ailable in terms of household •. Assuming 5 persons per
household. the standard segment size can be taken as 100 households.

Table 2 5 I

"

Number

00'
00'

...

..
00'
00'

,=

Seleaion

(in ,,",u..,holdsl

x

'"

'"

X
X
X
X

"}
'''''"

X

'00

x
X
X

X

00.

tl<.

~ <egmenlS Ire entered as X's and a systemal;c sample is selecled III fixed inle ....·al!. Any EA
in .... hich a segmenl is selecled is considered ..,Ieeted. In Example 2.5.1.1- S. the random nan i. 2. and tile
EA. 002. (104·005 (combined). and 007 are <ele<:ted.

With a nandard segment of5oo populalion. nny EA .... ith a population less Ihan 750 .... ill have 3, - I.
It follow. that if the a;era8e EA si~e is nOllOO large, c.g .• 900 or le ss. there is like l> to be a subslanlial

proponion of EAs which do nOI
segmentation operations.

rcqu"'~

segmemation. Thi. should be borne in mind in planning Ihe

~ method of selecting EAs .... ,th probabillly proportional to their number of segments. follo.....ed
by selection of one segment in each EA. is e<jui,.knt to. single stage sample of segments. The EAs arc
introduced only 10 reduce the .mounl or .... or1.: in making IICgments. The) do nol actual!) affect the final
s.ample obtained and. in panicular. they do 001 tend IOduSier the <election of the subsequent sta8e. as a true
first na8c would. This situation anses typically when only one secondary sampling unit (SSU) is selected
in each PSU. In such cases. the first stage i. labcle<l nOllo,tal and there is only one tfJurin: areal sampling
stage.

If PSUs arc sdcc:ted directly from a frame ofEAs. and onl) a f",,' of the ~SI EAs arc subdivided
sampling in order 10 reduce their size '-ar,alion. then this is ~SSCJltial1y the $6me as in the standard
segmenl design bccpt thai lhe segmentation is carried OUt bccplionally. rather thin usually. Again. II '5
I single effecti>" arca suge, though the sampling uniu ,n this case ....-ould best be described as EAs or
segments ofEAs.
bef~

2.S.2

Variant I: T..... o Ditlintt A .... a Stagu

In the design described in Ihe pre'-ious ss;c:tion. the two area stages ~ol1apsc inlO one. Ho.... e'·er. Ihis
effect is achie.-ed only by .... ""'ing out in ad'an~e the number of <egments each PSU in the "hole ~OUnl!)
"ill cootain. This ~horc can be ,,"oide<! b)-adopting I truly tW(Hlage arca $6mplt.
At the fust uage, EAs are selected "ith PPS. using the CCflSUS population dau as they ....~ reported
in the sampling frame of census EAs 10 pro, ide lhe measure of siu. In the selected EAs. a number of

5<'gments. $,. are created and then one 5<'gment is selected at random. This is the second stage. At the third
stage. households are selected with a probability calculated so as to yield a self-weighting sample.
If M, is the census size of the ~ EA. and ifthe plan is to select a EAs. then the first stage probability
oM,
P" •

where M

~

M

1: M,. summed over all EA, existing.

At the second stage, one segment is selected from among $,. so that
p

0

"

"

The overall sampling fraction f. for all three stages together. is calculated from the ratio of the
number of women 10 be selected to the numberexl.ling. Since Ihe sample is to be self· weighting. it folio",
that
PI! P" P" •

f

This gives

1M .,
aU,
Thus, households are selecled in the selected segment of the ~ EA by systematic selection with
interva l

,, .

•

IUs,

Note that with this design. one is entirely free to choo5<' the number of segments to be made. $,. in
each EA However, it is still desirable 10 have Ihe segments of any given EA as equal In size as possible.
Freedom to choose $, in each EA should be an advantage if the mapping team is skilled. The key issue here
IS the clarity with which segments can be mapped. Where natural fealure, for segment delineation are
scar<:e. it would be profItable to reduce $ , to ease the mapping problem. However, to leave this decision in
the hands of the field team responsible for segmentation may be unw ise. first because the judgment involved
is a difficull one. and second because the team Can save work for ilSelfby reducing $" which is motivation
for a wrong decision. As a result, there is a danger of ending up w·ilh a consistently smaller 5<'t of s, than
planned. This does not cause any bias, but it leads to mflated listing costs because the segments are bigger
than planned. In some places. maps are so good that segm entation can be done in the office; here the
advantage offre.dom in the choice of., may be significant.

Although the compu ....tion of s, fur CHI) EA in thc country i. a"oiok<i. one has to cumulate the ,II
o\Cr III EAs. and thc~ a~ mo~ computations to N dO<lC' at t~ leHI of the sample EAs, With penonal
compulers available in almost C'oel)' SUI"C) office.• computer program can be easily wrUlen to handle the
volume of caleulations, The choice of soft".. ~ is left 10 the sampler. bul one such a$ dBa", i. quite
appropriate, espe<:ially iflhe sampling frame tan be tasily COI1Hned into dB"", fonnlt d8.ase ,Ilows easy
manipulation ofa large number of records (e.g .. EAs).1Jld hence can be used for a large range of tasks from
stratification. 10 cumulation of si~e, to sample selection, and even to calculation of sampling p,obabil ili.s
Examples of dBase programs for diff.rent tasks can be found in the appendi~.

2.5.3

Va ri a nt 2; Standard

Scgm~nt

willi Co mpact Cluster

In the sample design strategies cons,de~ in this manual. the desi~ size of the "take" (i.t., the
number of "''Omen 10 be interviewed per ulumate area uml) is decided in .<h·anee. It is suggested in 5C<'lion
1.7 thaI this mighl ~asonably be fi~ed It an "eraae of about 20 "omen in the urban 5C<'lur and 40 in the
rural5C<'tor [fthere are. for example. 1.25 "omen perhousehold. the "take" would arnounllO 16 households
and)2 households for the urban and rural5C<'lOr. ~spe<:ti,el}. LCI thili IMgCl "ta~e" be T
If segments COtIld be made or., erage size T. it is 8fl!uable that the [i,ting operation couk! be a\oided
altogether by' using "lake-aJ[" or "compacl dUSIer" sampling 01 the last stage. The objeclion to this approach
is thaI it is \e1") difficult 10 map such smalt segments "nh dari!} because Ih~ a~ nUl enough nalural
fU1Ures to pro\'ide the boundaries.
The folto" ing design provides the oplion of creatmg such smalt segmcnts aim.d 10 be about the sia
Oflhe targel "take" T. This option is taken up "he~ ~on\'Cnient. but "here th~re are no suitable boundaries.
the segment maker is a[[owed 10 ~reate segments of a si:te consistent" ilh good mapping and hence mmimize
the cost ofliSling .· 11 also min;m;= Ihe int..,." iewer's walking time ~mecn households. On Ihe other hand,
,t maxim izes Ihe inlraclass com:lation cffect that is, the increase in \ snanee due to Ihe com:lation bet"een
neighbor$ in the sample The balance of ad'antlge here;s likel) to be pusiti>"e
As "ith the sW>dard segmenl des,," Ilreadyde$cnbed. this design begins by imagining e'ery PSt.:
(normally a census EA) di~ided into~.- standard segments. bullhe standard segmenl is much smaller and
equal!o T. "'Ole lhal T. origmally "orked out in tenns of"'omen age 15-49. needs 10 be con'tned to a
population base (i.e. the number of pcr10Ili of.[[ agC'! and both sexes) and then adjusted back 10 the CenSuS
date. To I;On\en 10 popu[alion. Ihe [aleil ~ensus Cln be used 10 gi\e Ihe ralio /0101 populU/ionlw'Om~n age
15--19. To backdate 10 ~ census. one Cl11 assume Ihal the population gro"1h rale applies also 10 Ihe gro""h
rale for "'Omen age J5_49. let the new .'.Jue of Tbased on these adjuslments be T', Thtn $, is obtained by
dividing Ihe census population oflhe PSU b)' T' and rounding 10 Ihe ncarest whole number,
The first stage of sampling consists of the selection of PSUs "ith probabilit) proponionallo s,' Thi'
may be ac:hic'ed b) "orking OlliS, fOf cver) PSU in thc census hst. Ho"e,er. an adequate appro"imation.
'" hich $hould in'ol\ e less wonr.. would be 10 selecl ""ilh probability proponional to cen,us population. Since
s, is proponionallothe population. the on]) error is OM ofroonding. In the presenl cas<, segment si:te is so
,manlhal thi, C1TOI" can be lolerated, In an) case. "hether Dc 1>01 s. is computed e'pli~ill) for C'o'<'f) PSU in
the s.ampling frame. il mU31 be computed fur e,el) PSU selected.

'In sect"'" 1.8. " is <uggesred that I;sunl is dnirablt evCl "'ith compoott duster satnphnl. to pro.ide adequate
C<lfl1n)1 ofth. 'nte"·i ........ """""'lIe oflhc segm~1. Ifthi' is ICUpted, compact dust'" wnplinl still has Ihe odvanuge
of m inimi~ing th. amOURt of Ii,tina

Up 10 Ihis poin!. Ihe design d~s nO! differ essenlially from the standard segment design already
described. But from now on. the mo di\erge. Instead of c~ating the $, standard segments in each selected
PSU. an intermediate area unit is introduced which is essentially a group of standard segments. This unil
is called a division. The selected PSU must be mapped into nOI more than s, well-defined divisions. Clarily
of boundaries is gi\"en absolute priority and there is no longer any requi~ment that these area units be
approximately equal in popuiahon. Within the ,. PSU. Ihe di\isions are numberedj - 1. 2. 3 ... so that any
one division is identified by the pair of numbers i.j.
Once the divisions have been delineated. each one must be allocated a whole·number meaSure of
size s, such thaI $ , - I: s, : that is. the .I, standard segments in the PSU are allocated among the divisions in
proponion 10 Ihe size of each division. and with atle35t one in each division.
For example. in one PSU. s, - 8. Suppose that it is found feasible to divide it into only four
divisions. After these have been delinealed. their sizes a~ exam ined and the eight imaginary segments are
allocaled among the four divisions in proponion to each division's estimated population size. This might
lead, for example. to the allocation: 1. 2. 2, 3. These figures Ihen become the sizc measures Si, of Ihe
divisions. The next Slep is to select one division. with probability proportional to.l, . in each PSU.
Finally. Ihe households are listed in the selected division and a fraction, I/s~ of them are selected.
Thus, if a division has .1" - 1. every houseMold is taken: if
2, every second household is selected
systematically: if .1'1 - 3. every third: and so on. The sampling probabilities are as follo ...."

.I.

Z

First stage: Selection of PSUs
p

"

•

where a is the number of PSUs selected. M, is the CenSuS size ofthe ,. PSU, and Mis the total census
size. Note thaIS, = Mil T·. round.d to the neareSt whole number.
Second stage: Selection of diyisions

Third siage: Selection of households
Pl , =

'"
The overall probability is:

f

= P " P" P"

•

M

It follows that/is constant throughout. so that the sample is self-weighting.

A minor variant would be, at the household sel«;tion stage, to select a run of consecuti, e households
from the list instead of using systematic selection. For example, if $, . 3, the li.t is divided into three equal
pans and one is selected at random. Since compact cluster sampling is the ideal for which this design IS
aiming, this modification appears more consistent with that aim than would sy>tematic selection (see section
2.5.4).
Apart from its relative complexity, the main problem with this design is ho" to estimate the sizes
of the divisions. The usual solution i. a "quick count" carried out in a rough manner, for example, b}
counting houses (rural) or dwellings (urban); but this must be done for the ,,-hole PSU. The difference
betwC<'n a quick count and a full listing. in terms of perwn·hours of work, is often not \'ery clear. Ifthe laner
were used, one .ould go straight to the compact cluster by dividing the list into J , runs and selecting one:
there would be no di"i$iom and indeed no mapping to be done within the PSu. It seems doubtful whether
the difference between a quick count and a full listing can more than pay for the mapping work, the various
calculations, and the full listing within the selected division, all of wh iCh are unayoidable
The standard segment design is simple in concept and easily carried out in the field. The two
variants considered, two-stage segment design and standard segment with compact cluster, are both
acceptable methods. although they are more complex and offer onl) marginal advantages. If compact cluster
sampling is desired, the simplest method is still the standard segment design with run sampling from the
household list
2.5.4

Run Sampling from a List

Systematic sampling at the household stage maximizes the amount of walking to be done b)
interv iewers between intervie"s. If the senlement pattern is ,-cry dispersed, or the household sampling
fraclion very low, lhis may be unacceplllbly costly. In such cases the alternative of run samphng for
household selection may be preferred. The following procedure is recommended
Letl.be the required household sampling fraction computed for the area i. Compute IJI. and round
to the nearest whole number, say s,. Oi,-ide the list into 5, equal (or nearly equal) runs by drawing (.I; - I)
horizontal lines across the li~t at equal inte,",'als. Number the runs and select one with a random number.
A frequently used variant is to make twice as many runs (compute 2!f,and round to the nearest whole
number) and select two from the list _ This not only reduces tMe ,ariance arising from intradass correlation
but also reduces the rounding error in $" which may be substantial ,,-here j is large. Even w-hen f - 0.5,
rounding can result in an unacceptabl> large error. Perhaps the simplest rule is to re'ert to systematic
sampling for household selection in an} area i for which the computed!, exceeds 0.5: othe""ise. use the
method of selecting two half-runs just described.
2.5.5

A Common Error in PPS Standard Segment Sampling

In the PPS standard segment design, the size measUre 5, for PPES sampling is computed by dividing
the census population ,~f. by the standard segment SIze. The first stage probability is P" - b ,. At the second
stage, one segment is selected out of the s, created, giving a second stage probability P • lis, . When these
two probabilities are multiplied together, the s, cancel$ $0 that the overall probability" is constant.
A common error is to use the wrong rule for segment creation. Instead of working to create the
designated number of segments s, , the segmentation "-orkers beliew that they are required to Create
segment. of standard size. As the population may have changed since the census, this may yield a number

ofsegmenlS difTw:nt from ~,. In this ,'tUition ihcs, "in
and the sample,," ill not be ..,If-weighting.

no!

caned ","ben P~and PlJ are multiplied togdher

The error ..,emS to occur b«IU.., the concept of tm- smndard ..,gment is o\et"Stressc<l when
instructing the segmentation pel"SOrlMl Of their supcl'\·isor. !t is imponant to emphasize that in al! cases they
mUSt create uactly the designated numher $. of segment •.
2.6

S u bsa mpling from a n E %ist ing Sa mple (IT" I'I b Slfr Sample

The problems im'olved in subsampl;nll from an existing sample or mUter sample are described in
section \.4. In this =:tion, cemin aspectS of such subsampling are discussed in dda;!.
2.6. 1

~ IKI;ng

a

S.lr.,,-e;~hl;n&

Sub,anl ple fr()m a 1'>oa· ..,Lf''' eigh lin l Miste r Si m ple

It often happens that the ml5ler wnple from "toich one wishes to <ubsample i, not I self."'eighling
sample. In this section. su~ that the maSter sample is di, ided into domains Ir - I, 2. 1. for which the
overall sampling fractions =1.. ProbabilitiH or sampling fractions an: cknoted for the mUter sample bJ
P or/. and the corresponding target 'BluH required for the fICY, DHS sample by P' or/' The problem is
simply 10 find subsampling rates.j "'hich "il! yield In equal probabilii) sample. In general. the probability
for the OIlS sample wil! be the product of the probabilit) for the master sample and the subsampling
probability, that is. f' - I ~ I'.
Applying this to the domains. il fol1o"s Ihal

I; -1.1;
Since the DHS sample is to be sclf,"elgllims.

I.' -I' -

cons/anI. Thus:

-f'I,The overall sampling frICtion I. is the product of the tv.o sampling probabilitIes P "for area selection
and P" for household ..,Ieclion.
Normally, the subsampling with rate/; will hi: carried OUI at the area sampling stage. In Ih is case.
the last e(juat;on applies directly 10 the ,~a stage, so that the following can be written:

P ' . 1'
I.

I.

"here P I~' is the subsampling rate at the Mea stage. Howe..-er. il may sometunes happen that the ITUl5tcr
sample is designed to yield a cluster "ta~e" "hi-ch difTen from thaI con~i<!tffd Optimal for DHS in OtIC or
more domains. In this case the second '\lie sampling probabilities for the mister sample and for tbe DHS
sample "'ill differ in the same ratio If b. is the targel clu.ter "take" for the miSter sample and b~ that for
the DHS sample then:

P'

b'

•

"

Since the o"erall sampling fraction/is Ihe product of P, and P,. Ihen:

•

to'

t.

•

b.

•

f'

• t.

b '

In Ihe abO\e fonnula. J.' is repla<:cd by / ' On Ihe assumption thai the DHS sample is 10 be self·
weighting. n.c, "'Iioon the left is the $ubsamplinl rate
mjui=l a\ the IU"eI stage As long u Ihis ratio
docs no( ucC'C'd I in an)' domain. the desired $ub$ampling II the area stage call be achic>ed. [fil exceeds
I. one rnianlallo" some inc~ in bo'. the eh.sler "takt" in DHS. but within limi!$. since ~ would not
wish to ck_ ialc excess;' c1> from the optimal cluster "take." Anodter solution is 10 consider augmenting the
sample by. supplementary 5<"1«lioo in the domain, when: the constraints cannot be mel.

P,;

2.6.2

Updating the UOling

Iflhe lists of d"cllings or OOuseholds p,m;ded by Ihe master sample"", more Ihan I year old,',hey
Will need updating. Since updating requires V'S,\'"S c,-cry dwelling . and in ~jew of Ihe temptaTion for
fleldworke.s 10 ""fIOM "no change" for the ir own convenience. it is prefer.ble to oraan ize an ,ndependent
re listing,
The need for a ~listing rcmo'es mOst of the advantage
t"'O possible benefits ~main:

offe~d

by a preexisting sample. However,

There is a sa~mgs on mappmg and segmentation. v.'bt-re segmentation has been done for
the master sample. this sa'-ing is considerable.

•
2.6.3

uSC of a common sample IlIo",'s linkage between the surveys concerned. "'ith enhanced
anal)tic potential.

Dlsad"antage$ of Sample 0, erllp

Where the same householdi~ interviewed in two Or mOre surveys, there are the potential problems
of respondent resistance. and if the t"O sun-ers COVer the same subject mailer. contamination Or
conditionins may occur.
Respondent resistance t5 rarely I problem in de,'elopmg countries. where response rates are typically
higher than in industrialized countries. Onl) if the earlier sune) has imposed I hu\"y burden on the
responden\, IS in the case ofccrtain household economic sun'c)"s and nutrition sunC)'5, should one expeet
to encounter resisl4ncc " 'hen a new sun'c) is implemented_

'noe limit

IS

iencrally lo,.-er in unplanned urban areas (Ii~ monthS),

Contamination is the feedback of intluence from a p",vious interview to the respondent. Such
effects are often weaker than eXpe<:te<:!. Experiments show that pe<lple remembor little of the detail of an
interview and do not change their behavior because they have been ,ubje<:t to SOme questions. Howner.
some types of question are particularly subject to contamination. Questions testing knowledge which are
expresse<:! in the fonn "Have you heard of X?" cannot reasonably be asked a second time since X was
mentioned by name on the first occasion. Even if the effect of contamination is small in reality. the mere
potential of contamination re<:!uces the, alue of the second response.
Some measures can be taken to avoid interviewing the same household mice in the event that a
common master sample is used by two su,,·C)·s. If the same household list is use<:! by both surveys and if the
sum oflhe duster "takes" for the two SU"'C)'S ne"er exceeds the total units existing in the ultimate area units.
there is no difficulty in preventing an overlap. The simpiesl solution is to select the household sample for
the second sur"ey only after removing the households selecte<:! for the first. The household sampling fraction
will need adjustmem to yield the same number ofhouseholds as would be obtained were the full list used
If the household list is updated or renewed after the first su,,"ey. the new list would have to be
matched to the old. This will invohe serious practical difficulties " Not only will the volume of work in
matching be considerable. but there" ill be unc."ainties and ambiguities which may further lead to biases.
For example. is this really "the same household" when some of its members ha'e gone away?
In some master samples there are two or more stages of area sampling_ In this case it may be
possible to select for the second su,,-eya systematically different sample of uhimate area units (e.g ..
segments) within the same sample of penultimate area units (e.g .. enumeration areas). Whe", the ultimate
area units are segments. this has the advantage of saving work on a new segmentation operation. However.
a problem will arise if certain EAs contain only one segment each. leaying nO alternative selection for the
second SUfyey. A solution might be to use the same segment in these few cases, to examine the results for
contamination effe<:ts. comparing such repeated segments with new segments. and. if a significant difference
"as found. to remOve this small subgroup from the analyses for ,ariables subject to contamination.
2.6A

Ad,·antage. of Sample (herlap

When repeated surveys in the same country a", conducted to meaSUre changes over time. then
overlapping the samples of the previousl) conducted survey and the ne" survey pl"<'sents certain advantages.
The nlain advantage is that the high correlation between the two surveys results in the reduction of the
sampling error for changes.
Different ways of overlapping samples result in different levels of impro"ement in .arianee. The
three simplest ways of overlapping the two 'U"".ys are, same respondents. same dwellings (not neeessaril>
same respondents). and same dusters (nOl necessarily same d"'ellings or ",spondents). The greatest
improvement in variance occurs when the same respondents are included in the 1\\0 surveys. However.
biases are also greatest at this level "here loss to follow_up and change of household structure are inherent.
resuiting in the ne"er sample that is no longer repl"<'sentative of the study population. Some reduction in
variance will also be achieved using the same clusters (with additional reduction using the same d""ellings).
Using the same clusters is also cost_effective since the mapping from the first survey could also bo used
again_ Relisting of the clusters may be necessary ifthere is a 2-3 year gap between the two surveys.

3, SURVEY ERRORS
The estimates from a sample su"ey are affected by two types of errors: (1) non sampling error.;. and
(2) sampling error.;. Nonsampling error.; are the results of mistakes made in implementing data tollection
and data pn:.x:essing. such as failure to locate and intervie" the correct household. misunderstanding of the
questions on the part of the ",spondent or of the answers on the part of the interviewer. and datil entry error.;.
Noncoverage and nonresponse are also class]fied as nonsampl ing errors. and the), are the only two ~s that
will II<: discussed in this section _ E,en ifnumerO\lS effons are made during the implementation of a survey
to minimize this t)'pe of error, nonsampling errors are impossible to eliminate entirely and difficult to
evaluate statistkally.
Sampling errors, on the other hand. can be evaluated statistically. The sample of respondents
selected in a DHS sur\'e} is onl} one of many samples that could have been selected from the same
population, using the same design and e.xpected size. Each of these samples would yield results that differ
somewhat from the results of the actual sample selected, Sampling error.; are a measure of the variability
bet"een all po"ible >ample.. Ahhough the degree ofvariability is nO! known exactl}. it can be estimated
from the suney results,

3.1

E~rors

of Con rage and JlionresponSf

Cowrage error OCcurs when there is a lack of torrespondence between the sample as designed and
its implementation in the fonn of attempted inte1"o'i""-5, Nonre'ponse, on the other hand. relates to interviews
attempted but not achieved , Thus. if an inten-iew is erroneously not anempted. this is called an error of
underco\'erage. if it is attempted without sucte", it is an error of nonresponse.' Thi~ section deals with
problems in the defmition and estimation of suth error rates.

3.1.1

CQ"erage Error

In DHS sur.e}s. errors of overco,-erage. i.e _. inclusion of elements that do not belong in the sample.
do not OCCur as often as undercovcrage errors. errors due to cxc lu~ion of elements that ,,'ould properly belong
m the sample, In the first 63 standard DHS sur.'cys implemented between 1986 and 1995, 25 ~ur.'eys have
co'-erage of less than 95 percent (of the tIIrget sample of women) and 19 surveys haye overcoverage of 5
percent Or more, Several sources of error may be identified in the problem of coverage. The first type of
error arises at the sample implementation slage. nOlabl), in the listing stage when listing workers ~o,"er less
or more than the designated area,' Second. where an age limit is used to detennine eligibility for interview,
distortions in age reporting are another SOurce of underco,-erage. Third, where sun'eys cover de facto
"omen (i.e .. those women who slept in the household the night hefo", the survey). there may be deliberate
omission of eligible women by the inter.'iewers. Inten'iewers may consciously misreport a woman's
"residency" status as non· de facto. which thereby disqualifies the woman from being eligible for an

'Some]ime. an int • .view i. delit>cra",ty not attemplM b<oaus. it is known lh'" the ~lect.d r.spond.nt is
un."ilabl. or ;n.cc.ssibl., This is cl."in.d as nonr.spon~ be<:.use failu re to an.mpt the int.rview was not
"erroneou,." ond the o'-erriding f""'or ,,-'s th~ impossibility of >chioving it
'It i, """ible thot in som. cues, tho shonfatt in th. numb<r of hou.ehold, li'ted ..i ..s be<:ause the .. ea
sampling frame. based ()fl the c.nsus. omit> ..... in which conm"ction has taken pl""e .inee the cen,u •. for .xample.
or= on the Mg<'S of citi<'S. The$e arU$ "'r~ not ..lected into the sample whik figures ofproject.d population from
cenS"$ data" ere "sed to calculate sampling fracllon. for households. resulting In a shortfall of sampled household"

interview. All th= ty~s of CQ\-'erage erro~ may imdye mOli"ated bias by field"orkers seeking to reduce
their workload.
Motivated errors can be controlled by intensive training and close su~rvision, ' Error due to an
outdated area frame can be reduced by taking special steps to update the frame in areas of known ne"
senlemenl.';, in particular. new housing estates or squ.aner areas on the outskirts of cities. and camps housing
refugees if these are to be included in the surHy.
Changing the rule for intel'\·iewing women helps in reducing motivated misreportmg of residency
status. In DHS SUl'\·e:>'s. the interviewers
now instTUl'ted to inter\·iev. all women age 15.49 regardless of
whether they slept in the household the night before the sul'\·e}. By requiring intel'\'ie"'ing of all women.
the incentive for misrecording residency status has b«n eliminated. Ho"eYer, the de facto character of the
sUl'\'eys is maintained at the data analysis stage. Using different fieldwor1<er-; to conduct the household
schedules and to interview wOmen respondents will also help in eliminating both age distortion and
misreporting of residency status,

=

Coverage errors can be im'estigated after the SUl'\·cy field"..,r1< by a .'ariet} of methods. The sam pie
can be extrapolated to the total population and the last census can be extrapolated to the ,urvey date for
comparison. This ched should be done separately for the number of households and the number of eligible
"omen,' Age distortions can be investigated by studying the discontinuity in trends across the eligibility
boundaries of 14·15 and 49·50 years, While it is tempting to introduce comparisons "ith males as a control.
it should be noted that in most societies mOre males are educated than females, so that heaping at ages 15
and 50 may be less extreme for males.

3.1.2

Deliberate Restriction ofCo"erage

In many surveys, whether in developed or developing countries. cenain pans of the national territor)
are deliberately excluded from the sul'\·e} for reasons of difficult ace.... T"o distinct cases arise,
Exclusion of clearly identified areas from the sampling frame---ln this .ase. it is usual to SUII~
the co"erage limitation in the SU"e} report. "hich tlten becomes a report on tlte remainder of
the counuy. Such exclusions are not regarded as co-erage Or response errOr but simply as part
of the definition of the sul'\·ey domain,
Ad hoc exclusions decided during or just prior to fieldwor1<-ln de,'eloping countries it i. not
uncommon for the survey organization to abandon the an~mpt to conduct fieldwork in certain
sample dusters. whether due to floods. civil disturbance. or other practical constraints. Here the
exclusions usually occur after sample selection, If such excluded areas fonn a meaningful
domain. it may be acceptable to deal with the problem by redefining the su"e> domain, More
commOllly. however. the excluded areas .... ill not "make sense" and will ha'e to be accepted as
constituting error. This should be classified as nonresponse rather than coverage errOr.

'Age di<1onions around the etigibility limi'$, though mOli,-..ted. are nOi neee ...... il)' conscious or deliberate
In many de"eloping country surveys, the age of ceruin older respondents is ."im.t.d by a process not far from
gue ..ina. Trainina int.I'\·ie"' .... to iU." ·obj.C!i".ly: without bios. i$ dim.utl. In .u.h case •. bias cannot be
eliminated entirely.

'The gro"tb rale for women age 1549 can ~ reasonably assumed equal, or Slight!)' above. that of the
popUlation, How., er. iIle growth rate for households typicall}' "ill be substantially smaller,

"
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AI first sight. the concept ofnonresponse seems simple and dear: il is the percentage of the persons
who should have been interviewed but were not interviewed, Taking into ac.:ount the distinction between
co' crage error and !lCIIlreSpOIlse indicated earlier. this can be modified by saying that the infonnation desired
is what percentage of attempted interviews failed.
In practice. there are tWO features found in SOme sample designs which complicate this simple issue.
First. in many suneys the final units for interviews are identified through a progressive sifting process. For
example. in the typical DHS. survey personnel list and select dwellings. interview the household cumnlly
in the dwelling. then inten'iew any women age 15-49 in that household. Iffailure occurs at one of the earlier
steps. the infonnation which would enable uS 10 classifY the effect at the final level is lacking. For e)(llJJ1ple.
if the interviewer cannot find the selected dwelling. it is 00{ known whether it contains a woman eligible for
interview: if it docs not. then the failure has no effect on the interview response rate.
To deal with this problem. an example is the case in which there are only tWO step' in the sifting
process. namely households and women. The'"<' are felUr quantities of potential interest in computmg
response rates'
11 Households selected
B Households interviewed
C Women selected
D Women interviewed
Since the survey primarily concernS w'omen. the relevant response rate is DIC. But the quantity C
is not know-n. It is of interest to know the number of eligible women in all selected households but only the
number in the households interviewed, say C' is known. Therefore C is estimated as follow'S:
£s/Imaltd C •

C •

A

B

This assumeS thai the number of eligible w'omen per household is the same among nonrespondent
as well as respondent households. This assumption is not very convincing. but the effect of any depanure
from it on the e"imate ofC is likely 10 be very small. On this basis the response rate. Die, becomes:

B

D

,

C

It will be seen that this is the product of the '"<'sponse rates observed at the tv,o respective stages..
households and women. This basic principle gives the solution to the first problem, Where t,,·o Or more
,teps of sifting are in>'olved. the o"erall response rate can be estimated by multiplying together the response
rates observed at each itep. In doing so. the assumption is made Ihatlhe response/nonresponse outcomes
at the different steps occur independently.
Turning to the DHS. and assuming the dwellings-households-women progression already mentioned.
it follows that there i~ a need to compute a dw'elling '"<'sponse rate as well as the household and women
response rates. D>o'elling IItmrrsponse refers only to the categories m."I!lIings destroyed and dw..,,/I;IIgs 110/
found between the listing and the interviewing. J f these are repre<;ented by P and Q respectively. with
£ - dwellings selected. then the dwelling response rate i~ {£ _ p. 1))/£. so that the overall response rale is:

R

~

E-P-Q

K

B

K

D

c

E

where A'relates 10 th~ households in the dwellings found and still exiSling. In praclice, P and Q are always
very small cat~gorics and it is usual 10 collapse the dwelling and household steps into one. h is assumed thaI
dwellings in catcgory P have no households while those in Q are typical of olher dwellings: thus one drops
the first I~nn aoo"c but adds in the category Q(dwelhngs not found) to the household baI-C A' This gives:

R•

B
---

.

D

In some surveys Ihere is a policy of replacing nonrespoodents. Although this is not allowed in DHS.
there is a simi lar arrangement that is allowed. indeed recommended. Where the houI-Chold in the I-Clected
dwelling mO-eS away between the listing and the inlervie",. DHS recommends interviewing Ihe houI-Chold
(ifany) that mOveS in to replace it. Should such interviews be counted as successful?
This question i. easily settled by looking more c\oI-Cly at the logic of the design. The design calls
for the listing and selection of dwellings. and then for the intervie", of the houI-Chold found in the dwelling
at the time of the survey. Since in many areas there is no address s}'stem, the initial listing operation has to
identify the dwellings in tenns of the nameS of Ihe octupying households. bUI thcsc merely I-CI"Ve as
addresI-Cs.' The fact that, in some caI-Cs. a neW lIouI-Chold mOVes in. between the time of listing and
interview. does not mean thaI n:placement ofa sampling unit has occurred. Thus.. such cases do not requin:
any spttial treaunent. Mo,,~O\·er. just as a new houI-Chold mo~ing in does nOl constitute a replacement. SO
the caI-C of a household mo~ing out after the listing without anOlher moving in does not constitute
nonresponI-C. The target houI-Chold sample is defined as the I-Ct of hou .. holds existing at the time of
interviewing in the dwellings ..lected from the dwelling list.
3,],4
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h remains to operationalize these conclusions in Ihe fonn of response codes to be entered on the
q""stionnaires and field records. and to express the fonnulae for response rates in tenns of such cooes. In
DHS surveys. the following response categories are used at th~ household level"
IH

2H
JH
4H
SI!

611
7H
811
911

Completed
No household member at home or no competent respondent at home
Entire household absent fOI" extended period
Postponed
Refused
Dwelling "scant or address not a dwelling
Dwelling destroyed
Dwelling not found
Other

'In practice. DHS u..... lly ti", nOl dwtllings but structure •. Of buildin", and all hnu~ho!ds rtsiding in tht
sttucture. The fC'ason is that il is rather tirnNOnSuming 10 identify each III\d every dwelling; the lister would have 10
rely on a hou~hold member to define hi' dwelling, especially whcn there is mOTe than one dwelling in the building.
))

Note that Mwthold above refers to any household found in the dwelling. not necessarily the
household named at the time ofthe listing operation. The household response rate is then:
R

IH

=

H

lH+2H Q H +SH+8H

Allhe individual level the following response categories are used:

H
21

31
'I
51
61
U

Completed
Not at home
Postponed
Refused
Partly completed
Incapacitated
Other

The individual response rate is thus:

The category no eligible woman in the household is not included in the list since it is irrelevant to
the response ratc, ap~aring neither in Ihe numerator nor Ihe denominator. It is assumed that no woman's
questionnaire will be provided for such cases_
Whenc"er the Olher cooe is used. the interviewers should spe<:ify the reaSOn for nomesponse. At
the household level. the analyst should review a printout of the other cooes and recooe ll'l many as possible
into the existing categories. Similarly. all other cooes for the individual interview should be examined and
recoded. Any questionnaire in "hich the household or the woman were d«med ineligible should be
destroyed. An ineligible household may be one in a dwelling unit that does not lie within the sample arca.
An meligible " -Oman may be ~ " 'ho was rccported 16 years old in the household questionnaire. but later
turned out to be 14 (in which case her age in the household questionnaircc should be corrected appropriately).
The overall rccsponse rate is obtained by multiplying the household and the individual level rates.
Howcver. one further adjustment will be required if thercc has been a deliberate exclusion of certain areas.
assuming that this has not been absorbed through a rccdefinition of the survey <k>main (see prccvious section
On coverage error). In such cases. it is recommended that the analyst estimate the proportion P. of the
population so excluded. and multiply the overall response rate by the factor 1- Po'
In summary. the final overall estimated responS( rate is obtained from the formula
R = (\ - p . )

~

RH

~

R,

Su<:h rccsponse rates should be computed and published separately for the main geographical domains
of the sample as well as the ,,-hole suryey domain. If the sample is self-weighting within domain5 but has
different weights in different domains. the response rates should be computed and published for each
differently weighted domain.

3.2

Sampling Errors

A sampling error is usually measured in tenns of the 51andard error for a particular statistic (mean.
percentage. etc_). which is the square root of the variance. The standard error can be used to calculate
confidenccc intervals within which the true value for the population can reasonably be assumed to fall. For
example, for an) giHn statistic calculated from a !;ample survey, the value of that statistic will fall within
a range of plus Or minus t...'O times the standard error oflhat statistic in 9S percent of all possible samples
o f identical size and design,
If the sample of respondents had been selected as a simple random sample, it would have ~n
possible to us-: straightfo..",ard fonnulae for calculating sampling errors, such as.f (pq/"J and SII" for the
e stimated standard errors of a proportion and a mean, respectivel)_ How"ver, a DHS sample would mOSt
often be the resuh of a multistage stratified clustered design. and, consequently, it will be n"cessary to us-:
more complex fonnulae.
The computer softv.'are used to calculate sampling errors for DHS is the Sampling Error Module of
I SSA.· This module uses the Taylor linearization method of ,'ariance estimation for survey estimates that
are ratio estimates (means or proportions). It uses the Jackknife repeated replication method or the balanced
repeated replication for variance estimation of more complex statistics such as fertility and mortality rates,
The Taylor linearization method treats any percentage or average as a ratio estimate, r • y/x. where
y rcpres.ents the total sample ,'al"" for variable y, and x represents the total number of cases in the group or
subgroup under consideration, The variance of r is computed using the following fannula. with the standard
errOr being the square root of the variance:
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in which

where h represents the stratum "hich varies from 110 H,
m. is the total number of clusters sele.:ted in the Ir" stratum,
is the Sum of the values of variable y in duster i in the ".. stratum ,
is the Sum of the number of caseS in cluster i in the Ir" 'tratum, and
f is the overall sampling fraction. which is usuall) SO small that it can be ignored_

,.
"

The Jackknife repeated replication methoo derives estimal~S of complu rnte~ from each of several
replications orthe ~nt sample. and ~alculates standard errors for these estimates using simple fonnulae.
Each .-.:plication considers (11/ but ont clusters in the calculation of the estimates, PKudo-independent

'The Integrated System for Survey Analysis (lSSA) ..... developed specifocaJ!y for the DHS program. and has
been used for III aspects of data P<O<e<sing, from data entry, to editinj, to llbulat;on, T1Ie samplin& error module has

Non added recently to allow the cllculliion. of sampling errors for complex dem"iJ'lPhic rott. such as ftnility and
mortality TIle< using the jackknife mnhod_ ~for. this module was introduced, the CLUS1&RS program. developed
for the WFS, was used to compute sampling errors for the DHS sW\C)'s. Only the Tlylor linearization method i. used
in CLUSTERS,

*

",plications are thus created. If the", are nonempt)' clusters. then
variance of a rate r is calculated as follo\.-s:

*",plication! will be created.

The

,
Yarer) =SE1(r)
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is the value estimate of the i" pseudo-inde~ndent replication and "'here
r is the estimate computed from the full sample of clusters.
r", is the estimate computed from Ihe reduced sample of *- 1 clusters (i" duster excluded), and
is the total number of clusters.

*

*

In addition to ~ standard error SE of an eSlimate r. other parameters that should be of g",at inlerest
are. for each eSlimate. the design effect (DEFl). Ihe relalive Slandard error (SEIi'), and the 95 ~«:ent
confider>ee inlervals ('"*.2$E). The DEFT is defined as Ihe ratio between the S\JI.ndard error using the gi\'en
sample design and the standard error that would resull if a 'imple random sample had bun used. A DEFT
value of 1.0 indkales lhal the sample design is as effiei""l as a simple random sample. while a \"alue g",3ter
than 1.0 indicates the increase in the sampling error due to Ihe use of a more comple.~ and less statistically
efficient design.
The correct computation of sampling errors with oomple.x sample designs requires knowledge of the
Stratum and primary sampling unillo which each sampled indi_ idual belongs. It is therefore essenlial thaI
this information be re<:orded on each individual's computer data ",cord: OIherw'ise programs such as ISSA
and CLUSTERS cannot be used.
A DHS survey produces an extreme!) large number of utirnates, many of which are presented as
p'''_enl distributions in tables. AnalystS require standard errors for these estimates. and also for differences
between estimates. They want to tno". for example. I\Ot only Ihe standard errors of the percentages of
educated and less educated women with a particular characteristic. but also the standard error of the
difference in the ~«:entage of educated and less educated " 'Omen with this characteristic. Even with the
aVll.ilabil i1)' of computer programs to compute the standard errOB. it is nO{ possible to computc itandard
errors for all the SUf\'CY estimates ofimerest; and C\·cn ifit were pD'l,ible. the inclusion of all oflhem in Ihe
SUf\'CY report would make the repon un,,·icldy. For these reasons, only a selection of sampling erroB will
be com pUled with DHS surveY". Generalized sampling error models will thcn be devcloped from the
com pUled standard errors to enable readers of the survey Tepon 10 infer the standard error of any estimate
in "hich Ihey are inlcrested. Suggestions regarding the sele<:tion ofvariables and categories for publication
of sampling errors. and on their mode of presentation. ap~ar m the Guidelinesfor 1M DHS Main S"""ty
Reporl.

4. SAMPLE DESCRIPTION A"'D DOCUMENTATION
4.1

Mi n im a l Sa mpl e

Des~riplio n

[n any repon on survey resulls il is u!ioa[ 10 include a brief description of the sample. Soch a
description shoo[d incorporate the following:
[.

Statement that the sample is a probability sample.

2. Statement Ihat the sample is stratifiw. rktails of stratification are nOl required. In practice almOSI
all samples all: stratified. but the fact is wonh mentioning 10 confirm that technical standards are
being maintained.
3. Number of sampling stages. [fthe number of stages differs bem'em strata. it should be mentioned
Count "effective" stages only. Thus. the standard ~gment design would be described as two-stage.
the firs! stage being segments of enumeration all:as.. the second stage being d"'ei [ingslhouseho[ds.
4 !ffea!iible. identify the narure of the units used as primM) (first stage) sampling units (PSUs). [n an)
case. give the number of PSUs in which the su ....·ey .... as conducted.
5 Statemenl regaming se[f.weighting. [fthe sample is not self.....eighting there should he a brief
Stalement of how the weight!i '''I)'.
6. Statement Il:garding coyerage. If an) se.:tOT of the national populalion is excluded from the
sampling frame this should be stated " 'ith the pereenuge of population in,o)ved.
7. Tota[ final sample: number of households and women successfully inlerviewed. togelher "ith
overall response rate (!iee se.:tion 3.1).
8. [ftlle sample is based on a master sample. or on the sample of another survey. this should be stated.
[n

practice. this information can be cO"ered in 1"0 or three sentences.

EXllmnle 4 I I
The sample for the Ghana DHS was a t.... o-stage stratified self-"'eighlin8 probability sample.
representati"e of the entire country. A tolal of 4,405 households and 4.488 "omen in 144 census
enumeration areas were successfully inte ..... ie .... ed, with an o\"erall response rate of96 percent. The all:al
sample was a subsample of the 198& Ghana Living Standards Su .... ·ey.
Example 4 I 2
The sample for the Mali DHS was a stratified probability sample covering the national popolation.
with the e"ception of the rural all:as ofTombooclOu and Gao (5 percent ofthe national total). Two sampling
stages well: used in tM urban se.:tor and three in the rural. In the urban se.:tor. 60 census enomeration areas
"ell: selected at the first stage. and households at the second stage. In the rural areas. 34 districts were
selected at the fim stage~ at the second suge. 2 villages "-ere selected in each sampled district; and. at the
third stage, households "ere selected. The sample was self-weighting within each seCtor but the urban
selection probability was mice the rural. A total of 3,047 households and 3,200 women "ere successfully
imervieww. the o\erall response rate being 98 percent_

4.2

Full Sa m p le Desuiptio n

A complete description nf the sample deSIgn should be wTinm as SOOn as the design is finalized and
the areas have betn selected. It should be updated immediately after fieldwork to take into account

"

departures from Ihe plan as well as nooresponse. A final update should be made Ifter Ihc first marginals
have been run. since oome qlJC:'ltionnaire$ mly ha,'c been rejected or lost between field,,'ork and data entry.
Thc dcscription should include 111 the items just mentinned. OOt in full detail. The next 5CCtion
tontalns I ch«klist of poinn 10 be co, ered. di' i<led for con"eniente between qua.1itali,·e Items requiring
,eroal description and numerical items. Note th.t the checklist order is oot. particularly suitable one for
presentation of the sample description. If the description is 10 be published, it shollld be presented in a
logical order showing a natllral dC\elopment. A recommended fonn3t would be, firsl. a short summa')
description similar to that previously olltlined. and second, a complete account of nch sampling stage.
working down the hierarchy ofslages from PSUs to individual wOmen.

4.2.1

Ve rba l n ...eription

Insofar as """pIe design and par.metC1"S differ among domains (regions. urban. rural).lhe sample
should be dC"SCribed and do<;umClltw for each domain separatd). The followingli51 ser"\es as. guideline
for the points to be discussed in Ihe description oflM sample design;
I.

[)cscribe the population co, ered and the population excluded. including Iheir size

2. Describethe >ampling fnune used It ca<;h stage and an) procedure used for fnune updating. The
frame may be described in tht« 5epllrate parts:
a. PrimM)" area sampling frame: this is the frame ofPSUs "'hich in principle covers the entire
popu lation .
b. Se\:ondMy area sampling frames: there tan be mOrc than one. and these cover area unils al
various levels "ilhin selecled PSUs. up 10 and including ullimale <'Ina units (UAUs). This
plI" "ill nOI be necessary if the sample goes direclly from PSUs 10 dwelhnglhousehold
UniiS.
c. The liS! frame wilhin >ample UAUs.
For each t)"pe offrame. 1M follo"in8 items are to be specified:
• The SO\II"CC oflM fnune. the ph}sical form in ,,1Iic:lllhe fnune is kepc. and Ihe idcntirlClltion
5)Slem.
The I)"pt of units in,ol.-ed. am! t~"pt of information a\"ail.ble on Ihe Unils. especially
mell.5ure,; of size and characleristics u$Cd for "ratification.
The date when the fnune "IS creatcd.
• Any information on subsequent updating, "helher it was done prior 10, independently of
DHS. or as pari of DHS operations.
The updating procedure. for uample. reclassification (urban/rural) of units, changeii in
boundaries. improved mapping, updating of information on charatteristics especially
measu!"¢s of size
lfhsling was done. provide the date of lisling, describe whether Or nOt il WaS part of DHS
operalions. describe the unil of listing (d"'cllings Or t.ouseholds), and "hether or nOI il
""oh'ed the prcpan.lion of entl!"¢ly new lists Or merely updaling of uisting IiSIS.
• When an existing """'pie or masler sample WII.5 used. prmide 1M abo"e informalion for Ihe
master sample up to and including the stage at whicb the operalion m()\'C$ from the master
sample to the DHS sample From am! including that stage. provide Ihe information for Ihe
DHS sample.

J.

~scribe

tile >ample seleclion procedures.

J8

SpecifY whet~r the domain formed an explicit stratum for independent sample selection.
"hether the domain was divided into marl' than one explicit stratum, Explain the basis of
stratification and identify the strata.
b , At each sampling stage. describe the basic selection method used. Note if systematic
selection is used, at least in the first sampling stage. Since systematic .selection is equivalent
to implicit stratification: describe the basis On "hich the first stage list or frame is ordered
(eg, geographical. alphabetical, by si~e of unit. etc.).' If .selection with probabilit}
proportional to siu is u.sed. identify the " si~e" variable.

a.

DeSl:ription of selection methods may be:
t. Fixed probabilities at each stage .
II.
Firsl stage probabiht) fixed "ithin each region but varying bemetn regions in a
spe<:ified ratio (e.g" North:Center:South - 3:2: I). In the remaining stages. probabilities
u.sed are constant throughouc
III. First stage: probability proportional to siu (e.g" the size being the census population).
Second stage: probability in\'ersd} proportional to first stage probability.
The verbal description should normally include SOme discussion oflhe reaSOnS for choosing Ihe
different design features.

4.2.2

1'iumerical Parameters

The two useful numerical parameters are Ihe selection probabilities and the ,..:eights. The.se shou ld
be discussed in the full sample description as follows:
L

Gi\e selection probabilities that are fixed. distinguishing between conditional and O\'erall
probabilities. Where selection probabilities vary within one sampling stage and where these
variations are compensated by opposite Hriations at a later stage, it is sufficient to give the
o\erall probability for the stages taken together, "ith the formula and data enabling the
indi\idual stage probabilities to be calculated

2, Specify any weights recommended for use.

1 When ')"temaHc >amplini is used at 1I1e fnt.tage. 1I1e .tandard formulae for sampling error computation are
likely to overestimale the sampling error. Thi' i< beeau ... system.tic .. lrc!ion spread, the sample e\'enly mroughont
the list; if there i. any ,ystematic 1feTId on some von.ble as OIle lI""s down the li't. me method i, equivalent to
'\ratification in
of that vanable. It is as !bough the li$1 were divickd into strata, with one P$U s.lect«! in each
stramm,

tnm.

Sampling etTOl' COITIjl<Iwion, can take account of S!raIiflCllllon provided at least ,wo P$U. ~ sel"""..:1 in '"'-'cry
Stratum. When .y'tematic sampling is used. the samplinll <Trot' i< u.ually estimated by as,uming implicit ,\rata,
dtlineated afler sample selection in .uch • w.y that .""h COTttain. just Iwo sele<:tioos. If the number of units sele<:ted
i. odd, the last of me implicit SU1IIa i< made "im three sel""ted units. The computation proceeds by taking the sample
PSU. in pairs in the order in which they were selected. It is fortbis reason th.t the ordering in the original Ii<t needs
to be preser.-ed in the data file ,
Thus distinction is made betwCC1\ explicit >InIIa. deftned in the 1>0I'II\I1 ""y, before sampting, and implicit 0In1a
defmed after s)'Stematic sampling by the pnxedu~ of pairing PSUs selected con"",utively.
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Th~ full wnpl~ d6Cription soo..ld be a\'lil.bl~ in t~ count!) and in OHS files for ~'~ry ,,'r'{~y.
[t will be too detailed for publicalion in a short ~ofSW\'CY ~ults. but it should be includ~d in any full
methodological ~port of!h~ su .... ey.

FinaU). "'heu child~n .,., sampled (e., .• for anthropometric me.,u~s) or menlhusbands .,.,
sampled (for additional menlhusband$' inte,","i~""l). descriptions of !hese sampling operations should be
added in similar tenns.

4.3

Sample DoclImentation in Data base Format

Even a full description of the sample-the maximum that can ~a!Kmably be published-will not
nonnatty include all the information th" terr.,n users may m[ui~. In pIInkular. for computation of
samplin, ~rrors and for linkage ofsu .... ey data "ith other data sourns. additional details Ire needed.
The fol1o";ng example of a database. computerized using any spreadsh~t soft"a~. contains a
complete hst of sample UAUs .Iso ~ferred 10., elU$l~n. providing se,'eno.l items of infonnation for each
cluster_ Such. database soo..ld be c~aled as 500rI as !he wnple areas hue been stl«ted_ Su~uent
information tan be completed as liSl;ns and field"wk proceed. v.'he~ the 5aI1lple is stl«ted 1)'Slematically,
.11 clusters and other area units should be listed in the order of sel«tion. In all casts. the list of dusters
st.ou Id be ordeffi:l hi~rarchieall) by sampling domain. and "ithin that. by explicit Stratum. by primary
sampling unit (PSlJ), !hen by each subsequent stage unit if rele'anr. When there is only onc area sampling
stage, then the UAU or cluster is the same as the PSlJ.
The followong columns should be meluded. except

,,'he~

not applicable for a particular design:

I. Idcnlijicalian
A unique identification number of !he cluster must be provided. Nonnall)-.Ihis will consist ofthlft
pans: (i) an identification number defining !he admin;stn.ti,c sUUeture (c_g_. Rgion. urbanirural sector.
district. etc_) of!he cluster. !his illCludcs. "bell' reln·ant. the identification number used for !he a~a in
the populalion census or mastcr samplc frame from "hieh the DHS sampl~ has bftn drawn; (ii) an
identiflCllion number ptO\'iding full information on samplc strucrure (c_g.. identiflCalion of the domain.
explicit slrarum. PSU. oth« high« stage Unil. e«:.) of !he cluster. (iii). simpler pro«ssmg number
"hich rna> hI' e bttn assigned 10 the cluSlr:!" (eg .• a sequential number appearing on Ih~ questionnaires
and data files). ustll.lly called the c1wlu num/Hr.

2. PSU (primary Sampling Unit)
For each domain. and within it. for nth uplicit stratum a:; used in DHS. the follo"ing must be
provided:
a. the total measure of Silt (~.g,. population or households as recorded in the frame):
b. the total number orpsus befOR stl«tion: and
c. the number ofPSUs sc1«ted.
For each PSU scl«ted provide the follo"ing:
d. the meaSu~ ohiu;
c ilS $Cl«tion probability;
(If !he OHS sample has bttn stlecled from a mB$Icr sample or from an exiSl1ng sample at the SUlg~
o;oncemed. this sel«lion probabilil) will be sho"" in two pans:
" selection probability of !he PSU in Ihe existing frame or master $3ITIple; and
,-sc:I«lion probability as applic.ble 10 the OHS after taking a subsample orthe PSU, from !he
existing frame or master sample.)

f.

Ihe 10lal number of $tcondory sompling unils (SSUs) in this PSU (if the sample consists of more
Ihan one area stage); and
g. Ihe number ofSSUs selected,
3. SSU r&condary$ampling Uni/)
If the sample consists of more than one area stage, for each PSU, and for each unit at each stage
preceding the UAU or cluster, if presenl. provide the following:
a. the meaSure of size of the unit:
b. its selection probability:
(If the OHS sample hall been selected from a master sample or from an e~isting sample at the stage
concerned, this selection probability will be shown in No'o parts:
b ': selection probability of the unit in the existing frame or mallter sample: and
b~: selection probability as applicable 1o the DHS after taking a subsample of the units from the
e~isting frame or maSter sample.)
c. the total number ofne~t (Io"or) stage units in this unit; and
d. the number of units selected for the ne~t stage.
4

UAU (U//imiJIe Areo Unit)
For each UAU, provide:
a. its measure of size;
b. its selection probability:
(This is to be specified as b' and b" aoo~e if the DHS UAUs have been selectC<! from the UAUs in
an existing frame or master sample;) and
c. the required sampling rate within the UAU as originally designC<!.

5.

Dw~lIing..nwuselwlds

If the listing and ultimate sampling units are m.-ellings rather than households, pro\'ide for each UAU,
a. the number A of dwellings listed:
b. Ihe number B of dwellings selected;
c. of Ihe number of dwellings seleclC<!, the number C of dwellings found to exist at the lime of
field"ork, i.e., excluding the demolished, vacant and nonresidential units;
d. of the number of d"'.-ellings found to e~ist, the number D of dwellings successfully contacted. i,e.,
e~c1uding Ihose nol found. inaccessible, temporarily nCaJlt, " 'ith nO competent respondent. and
" 'hose residents refused:
e, of Ihe number of d"'ellings successfully cootactC<!. the number E of households found:
f. the number F of households selecled if this number is different than E;
g. of the number of house holds selected. Ihe number G of house holds successfully interviewed;
h. the subsampling rale H w;lhin UAU for Ihe households:

B

F

,

£

(Nole Ihat if dwellings are selected In the OHS. all
intervie"ed so that FIE - I,)

"

houschold~

found in the dwellings are

I.

the O'o·c ...l1 sampling ...te for households in the UAU:

;.

the response rate for the household interviewed:

J • D • G

F

C

If the listing and sampling units an households. only a subset of the items in part S will be present:
e. the number E of households listed:
r. the number F of households selected;
g. the number G of households ,uccessfully interviewed;
h. the subsampling rate within UAU:

E

i.
j.

the o"erall sampling rate for households in the UAU; and
(he re!iponse rate for households interviewed:

J . G
F

6. Eligiblt .........n
Provide for each UAU:
• • tbe number 0 of eligibk "'"Omcn found in tbe households successfully inte .... ie",td in 5g:
b. the number b of women selected. if this number is different than a;
c. the number c of ""Omen successfully inte ..... ie"''Cd;
d. the re!ipotlse rate d for the individual interviews:

, .,
•

c.

the o"crall response rate r for thc individual interviews:

f.

the O'oc ... 11 <ampling rate/for "'omHl in thc UAU:

! "
o

(5i)

7.

Weighls
If weighting was done by UAU or by units at some higher stage "ithin the domain, the sample weight
may be spe<:ified as a combination of several factors, for example:
a. the design weighls. inversely proponionallO f (in 6f);
b. Ihe adjustment for nonresponse. inversely proportional 10 e (in 6e):
c. Ihe adjustment on Ihe basis of external populat'on control totals; this may be introduced to corre<:t
the distribution of the sample among domains to agree with the population distribution. In DHS.
this adjustment is not often necessary: and
d. the overall sampling weight. which is the product of73, 7b and 7c.

Information of the kind specified in this s""'tion is obtained at three stages: when selecting the
sample, at the field stage. and after production of the final data record. At allthr« stages the information
must be given in terms of the same list of clusters. Provi,ion of aU this information may appear an arduous
chore, but in fact, each one of these items serves a specific anal)1ic need and each One has been used in one
or more slUdies carried out using survey data. Some examples of such uses are given in the next se<;tion.
4.3.1

Need for Sprtific Items of Sampling Information

•

Selection probabilities are needed for computation of weights Even if the ultimate sample is self_
weighting. there may be supplementary data available at the level ofa sampling stage which is not
self-" eighting. Subsequent sun'eys may be linked at the different1evels of sampling. For these
reaSOnS the probabilities are needed at all sampling stages.

•

Detailed information on stratification and on systematic seleclion is needed for the computation of
,ampling errors. When systematic sampling is used. such computation often proceeds by the
re""'pective creation of implicit strata by grouping the selected PSUs in pairs. For this purpose.
one needs to know the order in which they were originally selected and how this order i, represented
in the survey identification S}">1em. '" "dl as the presence of any breaks in the ordering which may
OCCur al the boundaries of explicit ,trata. It is not uncommOn for the area frame to be reordered
before selection 10 improve implicit stratiftcation; it is also common to renumber the survey clusters
before starting the data processing. Un less the reordering is fully documented, any such
reamrngement threatens the "alidity of the process by which the sample units selected consecutively
are paired together to represent implicit strata.

•

The number ofPSUs existing in the frame. even if only approximate. enable, the analy<;t to obtain
the mean PSU size, a key feature in any understanding of the sample.

•

The number of units listed i. of value in estimation of cost parameters and for monitoring sample
implementation.

•

The numbers of interviews anempled and achieved are needed for computation of response rates.
and possibly for correcti,. ".ighting.

•

Recording of alternative identiftcation, which relate the sample units to other data sources will be
of value when such sources are u,ed for checking or for improved estimation.

•

Overall sampling fractions are needed for rai,ing to national totals, whether for direct reponing
purposes or for checking against cen,us or other national level data.

The ~uent OCCUI'1VlCe of unfo=n problems offield implementation must be dealt with urgently
and documented. Sp«ial efforts lIT<' needed to ensure that all such problems are described. together with
the solutions adopted, and to note any departures from the initial sample design.
When a survey sample is based On a master sample, or on a sample selected for a prior survey. the
information required may not be available. Since the DHS sample may in tum be used in future surveys, this
em phasizes the obligation to provide detailed sample documentation for the benefit of future users.

4.4

Sample Documentation in the Data File

Some of the sampling information mentioned earlier should appear On the survey data file for each
individual; this includes: (a) stratum idemifier (at least for explicit strata); (b) PSU identifier (in the order
of selection); and, (c) weight (if any). Documentation accompanying the data file should. of course, identify
lhese items.
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APPE NDIX A: EXAMPLE OF
MANUAL FOR MAPPI NG AND HOUS EHOLD LISTING
The following is merely a model manual that n~s to 1M: adapted to each country's situation and
sample design. The cluster is the =allest area unit selected for the DHS. Depending on the type of sampling
frame used. the cluster could 1M: many things. If the sampling fram~ is the latest population census conducted
in the country, then a cluster could 1M: an enumeration area as defined by the census. If the sampling frame
is the rosier of villages . in the case of the rural areas. then the cluster could be an entire village. a segment
of the village Or a group of villages. If the sampling frame is a list of urban blocks. then the cluster could
be an urban block. The definitions oftenns. in section A.4, should match the definitions adopted by the local
statistical office that maintains the sampling frame. The administrative units in ,,'hich the clusters are located
are country_specific.

A.l

Introdu ~ti (1D

The DrIS is a national sample SUl'\ey designed to provide infonnation on fenility. family planning.
and h~a1th. The SUl'\'ey will interview wom~n bernccn the ages of 15 and 49. The women "ill be from
households randomly selected from a set of sample points which are clusters of households Prior to
interviewing. all households located in the selt<:ted clusters will be listed. The listing of households for each
cluster will 1M: used in selecting the final sample of households to be included in the DHS,
The listing operation consists of visiting each cluster. recording On listing forms a description of
C\'ery struCture together with the nameS of the heads of the households found in the structure. and drawing
a location map ohhe cluster as well as a sketch map of the strucfUreS in the cluster.

A.2

Respo n sibiliti es of the Listing Staff

Persons re<;ruited to participate in the listing operation "ill work in teams consisting of two
enumerators. A coordinator will monitor the entire operation.
The responsibilities of the cOQl'din%r are to:
I.
obtain base maps for all the clusters included in the survey;
2.
arrange for the reproduction of all listing material~ (listing manuals, mapping and listing
forms);
).
assign teams to clusters:
4.
obtain tra"el Bllo,"'.-ances for the (cams;
S,
B!TllIlge for transportation of the teams to the field:
6.
monitor the receipt of the completed listing forms at the central office; and
7.
verify that the quality of work is acceptable.
The responsibilities of the enumerQ/OTS are to;
1.
contact local officials in each cluster to inform them about the listing operation and to obtain
their ~ooperation;
2.
identify the boundaries of the cluster:
3.
draw a map sho"'ing the location of the cluster,
4.
draw a detailed sketch map of the cluster;
S.
list all the households in the cluster in a systematic manner; and
6.
communicate to the coordinator problems encountered in the field and follow his
instructions.

The two enumerators in each team must won; at the same time in the same area. First, they identify
the cluster boundaries together. Then one enumerator prepares the location map and sketch map while the
other does the household listing. Tbe sketch map and the household listing fOO'Tl must be prepared in tandem.
A.3

Listing Materials
The materials needed for the household listing operation are:
I.
2
J.
4
S.

A.4

Manual for Mapping and Household Listing
Base map of the area containing the cluster
Map Infonnation Fonn (Fonn OHS/I)
Household Listing Fonn (Fonn DHS/2)
Segmentation Fonn (Fonn DHS/J)'

Definition of Terms

A bast map is a reference map that contoin. one or more clusters. It shows the boundaries of the
clusters, and the principal physical features such as mountains, riyers, and roads.
A cluster is the smallest area unit in the OHS.
A dwelling unil is a room or group of rooms normall} intended as a residence for One household (for
example. a single house, an apal1ment. a group of rooms in a house)
A 51rUCIurt is a frtt-standing building that can ha,'e one or more rooms. for residential Or
commercial use. Residential structures can ha'e one or more dwelling units (for example: single house.
apartment build ing). In the case w hert' one household inhabits several small dwellings. as can sometimes
be found in the rural areas. all the dwellings together. whether they are fenced in or not. constitute a
structure
The headofhouseiloldis the person who is acknow ledged as such by members of the household and
who is usuall} responsible for the upkeep and maintenance of the household,
A hous~iIold consists of a person or group of related Or unrt'lated persons. who Ii,'e together in the
same dwelling unit. "ho ackno"led~ one adult male or female as the head of the household. who share the
same housekeeping arrangements. and art' considered as one unit. In some cases One may find a group of
people living together in the same house. but each person has sep:af3te eating arrangement~; they should be
counted as separate one-person household~. Collective living arrangements ~uch as hostels. anny camps.
boarding schools. or prisons will not be considered as households.

A.S

Locating the Cluster

The coordinator will pro"id. the Ii~ting team ,,·ith a base map OO!ltaining the duster assigned to his
team. Tbe cluster is identif,ed by a code (for example_ cluster code 002). Upon arri,·a] in an area, the learn
will use the map !O identify all the boundaries of the duster, In most clusters. the boundaries follow easil}
recogni~ble natural features such as Strt'amS Or lakes. and constructed featurt's such as roads or railroads.

' Thi. form is n«<led only if segm~lAllon of some aKa unIts is necessary.

However. lines may be invisible (especially in rural areas). in whieh case. the team should obtain assistance
from local authorities to identify the boundaries.
Ek fon: doing the listing, the team should tour tile cluster to detennine an efficient roUte of travel for
listing a ll the stru<.:IU= _ Divide ~ cluster into =tions if possible. A section can be a block of structures.
[t is usefu l to make a rough sketch map oflhe cluster indicating the boundaries of the sections. as well as the
relative location of landmarks. public buildings (e_g,_ such as schools. churches. and markets). and main
roads. Th is rough sketch w ill ser. e as guide for the team when the) begin the main work.

A.6

P ~p uin g

LO(Dlio n a nd S k etch Maps

The coordinator will designate One enumerator as the "",ppeT. The s«ond enumerator "ill be the
lisleT. A[though the two ha" e separate tasks to perfonn. the) must move around the duster together and
work in tandem: the mapper prepa"" the maps. and the lister collects infonnation On the structures (and
corresponding households) ind icated on the sketch map.
The mappmg of the cl uster and the hsltng oflhe households should be done in a systematic manner
so that there are no omissions or duplications. If the cluster consists of a number of blocks, then the learn
should finish each block before going 10 Ihe adjacent one. Within each block. stan at one comer oflhe bloc);
and mo,'e c1ock,,";se around the block . In the rural area where the structures are frequently found in small
groups. the leam should work in One group of stru<.:lures at a lime and in each group they Can stan at Ihe
center (choosing any landmark, such as a school, to be the center) and mo"e around it cloch.·i_,e.
On the first page of the Map lnfonnation Fonn (Fonn DHS/ I), the mapper" ill prepare a location
map of the cluster. First. fill in the identification bo~ for the cluster. Alilhe infonnation nceded for filling
in the ide ntification bo~ is provided b) the coordinator. In Ihe space provided. draw a map showing the
location of the cluster and include instructions on how to get to the clusler. Include all useful infonnation
to find the cluste r an d ils boundaries d irectly on Ihe map and in the space reseryed for observations if
necessary_
On the second page ofFonn DHSlI. draw a sketch map of all structures found in the cluster. II;s
important that the mapper and lister work together and coordinate their activities. since the structure numbers
that the mapper indicates On the sketch map must correspond to the serial numbers assigned by the lister to
the same structures.
On the sketch map. mark the starting point ,,;th a large X. Place a small square at the spot where
each structure in the cluster is located. For an) nonresidentIal structu"" identify its use (for example, a store
or factory). Number all stru<.:tures in sequential order beginmng ,,-ith " 1.· Whene"er there is a break in the
numbe ring of structures (for example. when mm;ng from onc block to another), use an arrow to indicate
how the numbers proceed from one set of structures to another. Although it may be difficult to pinpoint the
exaet location o f the structure on the map, e,'en an appro~imate location is us<:ful for finding the struclure
in the future Add to the sketch map all landmark s (such as a park), public buildings (such as a school Or
church), and streets or roads . Sometimes it is uscful to add to the sketch map landmarks that are found
outside the cluster boundaries if they are helpful in identifying other structures inside the cluster.
Use ~ marker or chalk provided to wrile on the enlr3n<:e to the ,tructu", the number that has been
aSSI gned to the structure. Remember thai this is the serial number of the structu", as assigned on the
household listing fonn. which is the same as the number Indicated on ~ sketch map . In omerto distinguish
the DHS number from Other numbers that may exisl already on the door of ~ structu"'. write DHS in front

of the num~r; for eumple. on the door of structure
number 54 write DHS/54.
A.7

num~r

3. "'Titc DHSI3. and on the door ofstructun:

Listing of Households

The lister will use the Household Listing Form (Fonn DHS/2) to record all households found in the
cluster. Begin by entering the identification codes of the cluster. The firSlh"o columns are reserved for
office usc, lea"e them blank.
Complete the rest ofthe fonn as follows:
Column (1) [$erial number ofslruCture]: For each structure. record the same serial
mapper enter.; on the sketch map.

num~r

that the

Column (2) [Address/description of structure] : Record the street address of the structure. Where
SlruCtures do not have visible street addresses (especially in the rural area). give a description of the
structure and any details that help in locating it (for example. in front of the school, next to the store,
etc.).
Column (3) ]Residence YIN): Indicate ,,'helher the Structure is used for residential purposes (eating
and sleeping) by " 'riting Y for · Yes." Or in caseS ,,'here a structure is used only for commercial or
other purposes. "Tite N for "No." Structures used both for residential and commercial purposes (for
example. a combination of,tore and home) should ~ classified as residential (ie. mark Y in column
3). Mal:e sure to list any dwelling unit found in a nonresidential structure (for example. a guard
living inside a factory).

Do not forget to list .'acant structures and structures under construction. as well as structures where
the household memben refuse \0 cooperate, Or are not at home at the time of the listing , In such
cases. the columns that follow (4 and 5) should be left blank. and in Column (6) [Observations]. give
some explanation (for example: under construction. refusal. not at home, etc.).
Column (4) [Serial number of household in structure]: This is the serial num~r assigned to each
household found in the structure: there can be more than one household in a structure. The first
household in the structure will always have number " I" If there is a second household in the
structure. then this household should be recorded on the next line, a "2" is recorded in Column (4),
and Columns (1) to (3) are left blank.
Column (5) [Name of head ofhousellold]: Write the name of the head o f the household. There "n
only be one head per household, Ifno One is home. ask neighbors for the name ofthe head of the
household. [fa name cannot be de\ennined. leave this column blank. Note that it is not the name
of the landlord or owner of the structure that is needed. but the name of the head of the household
lhal hes there.
Column (6) [Observations]: This space is provided for an) special remarks that might help the
interviewing tearn locate the structure or identify the household during the main suryey fieldwork.
lfthe structure is an apartment bui lding (or a block of flats), assign One serial number to thc entire
structUfC (only one square with one number appears on the sketch map).. but complete Columns (2) through
(6) for each apanment in the building indiyidul!y. Cach apanment should have its own address. which is
the apanment number

The listing team should be c~fulto locate hidden structures, In some ~as. structures ha~e b«n
built so haphaurdly that they can easily be missed Iflher<! is a pathway leading from the listed structur<!.
check to see if the pathway goes to another structUr<! , People li~ing in the lIr<!lI may help in identifying the
hidden structures.

A.8

Segmentation of Large Area Units l

Ar<!a units that ~ "ery large in population size must be subdivided into se,'=1 small segments. only
one of which will be r<!tained for the surYey. In this case. the cluster correspond. 10 a segment ofthe area
unit. The exact 8r<!a units that need segmenting will be communicated to the listing teams together with the
number of segments 10 be made in each large area unit. When the tearns arrive in the area unit. they should
first identify the boundaries of the area unit Il1ld draw 8 location map of the area unit, then proceed to
segment it.
The ideal would be 10 have segments of appro xi mal ely equal size. but it is also importanllo adopt
segment boundaries that are easily identifiable. First draw a sketch map of the emire area unit. Using
identifiable boundaries such as roads. streams. and electric power lines, divide the area unit imo the
designated number of roughly e<Jual-sized segments. On the map of the cluster, show clearly the boundaries
of the segments created . Number the segments sequentially. Estimate the size of each segment in the
following manner: quickly count the number of dwellings in each segment, add them up and calculate the
proportion of d,,'eHings for each segment.

Exumple: A cluster of 620 dwellings has been divided into 3 segments and the results are as follows:
Segment I :
Segment 2 :
Segment 3 :
Total:

220 dwellings.
19Odwellings.
210d w ellings.
620 dwellings,

"
"0'
"

220f620

1901620
2101620
6201620

•
•
•

-

35 percent
30 percent
35 percenl
100 percent

On Fonn DHS/3 (Segmentation Fonn). write Ihe size of the segments in the appropriate columns
(number and percent) and calculate the cumulative size (percent). The last cumulative size must be equal
to 100.

Example :
Cumulative

Number of

Segment Number

dweUin"

Percent

,",W,

,
,

'"
'"
'"

"
"
"

"
"
'''''

For each large area unit to be segmented, a random number will be selected in the central office and
included in the file. Compare this random number with the cumulative size. Sel~t W first segment whose
cumulati\'. size is greater than or equal to the random number.

lThis section is to be rtmoved from the mallU.1 if no segmentlltion of large area units is necessary.

Example:

Random number: 67
Segment selected: Segment number 3

Draw a detailed .ketch map of the selected segment and list all households found in the selccted
segment

A.9

Quality Control

To ensure thai the wort: done by each listing learn is acceptable, a quality check will be performed.
llIe coordinator will do an independent listing of 10 percent of each clus!cr. IfCfTOl'S are found in 2 peKent
or more of the relisted sample, the", hole clustcr will be relisted. If less !han 2 percent of the relisted sample
are wrong, corrections will be made on the household listing form, and no relist;ng is necessary.

A. IO

Enmples of Symbo15 for Mapping, and Mapping and Listing Forms

STANDARD SYMBOLS SUGGESTED FOR MAPPING

Orientation to the Nonh
Boundaries of the cluster
Paved road
Unpaved (din) road
Footpath
River, creek, etc.
Bridge
Lake, pond, etc_
Mountains, hills
Water point (wells, fountain, etc.)

.,

Market

~

School

i.lJ

Ifl

Administrative building

o
o

Church, temple
Mosque
Cemetery

II)

Residential structure

o

Non-residential structure

I1il

Vacant structure

G

Hospital, clinic, etc.

CB

Electric pole

i
o

Tree, bush
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PROVINCE
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DISTRICT
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NAME OF MAPPER
NAME OF LISTER

;4-NME.

CONA Te

L.I)€:NA

,
2
3

•

Number of
dwellings

><0
,qo

"0

DISTRICT CODE

0:'

TOWN/VILLAGE CODE

o,

CLUSTER CODE

O. 3

DHS CLUSTER N"

01

~

NUMBER OF SEGMENTS TO BE CREATED

Segment Number

•

PROVINCE CODE

Percent

Cumulative
percent

3Sj.

::wl

36/

bS!

3S/'

100'/

5
6
7

•
9

10
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~
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APPE.NDIX B: EXAMPLE OF A FULL SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
8. 1

INTRO D UCTIO N

The Bangladesh Demograpbic and Health Sun'ey(BDHS) co,en.:! the population residing in private
households iIlroughout iIle country. The design for the BDHS callt'd for a representative probability sample
of 10.000 completed individual inten'iews with e,er-married ",'omen under iIle age of 50. It was designt'd
to produce reliable estimates of all variables for each of the fn e administrative divisions in the country, in
addition 10 urban and rural estimales.
The arTa sampling frame used for the BDHS was the nev. Inlegralt'd MUltipurpose Master Sample
(IMPS), developed by the Bangladesh Bu=u ofSta!istics (BBS) following the 1991 Population Census, 10
N used for demographic and sociOttonomic sun.ys.

B.2

TH E IJ\' TEGRATED M U LTIP U RPO SE MA STER SAMPLE DESIGN

The sample for the IMPS was dtsignt'd to N nationally represt'ntalive. stratilit'd and selected in two
stages. Each ofille Ii,e administrllti\ e di' isions ofthcc coun\!) was straliflt'd into three groups; I) statistical
metropolitan arTlS (Sl>tAs).' 2) munidpalities. and 3) other rurnl arTas. As Bansal division did not include
any SMA. this strntiflcation scheme resulted in 14 sirata.
In the rural areas, iIle primary sampling unit (PSU) was the marca, In total. 52 marca< "ere .. Ieeted
"jth probability proportional to size (PPS), the size Ning the number of hou .. holds counted in the 1991
census_ The seiection of the marcas was a systematic, one-stage operation. carried out independently for
each of the five rural strata. In each rural Stratum, implicit geographic stratification was introduced by
ordering the :illa< in a .. rpenUIIC manner; similarly, thana< '" ithin =illtU were also ordered geographically,
,lfau:tU themseh oS Were orden.:! by census codes within the union parisna.l$ that constituted Ihe ,hantU;
union parishads "ere also ordered sequentially by census codes_
In the urban areas (municipalities and greater parts of SMAs), Ihe PSU was the mahlllfah. There
"ere 10 mahallahs in the SMAs and 50 in tne municipalities, selected ",'ith PPS. The selection procedure
was the same as for iIle rural areas, again independent for each ofthe nine urban strata_ Implicit stratification
"'as achieved as follows: mahallahs within warth wiillin thana< ""ithin zilltU. Maltallahs and ward! Were
ordered sequentially by census codes ",hile thana< and zillas ",ere ordered gwgraphically in a serpentine
manner. Table 8.2.1 sho"'-s the allocation orlhe 372 PSUs to the five divisions.

' tn Bangladtsh. olIe SMAs are txttnsions of olIt divisions' headquanen and include rural auas surrounding the..,
headquar\en, Acrordini to BBS. tbesoe "rural" areas. beca .... of their proximity 10 the cities. are closer to having urball
characteristics than rural. Consequently, the S)'"!As m oonsidered wban in designing the master sample for the IMPS.
However, are .. can still be identified as urball or ",ral within the S).lAs,

IableB21 IMPS DiSlribUl ion pfPSUs
Divi.;on
Bansal
ChittagOT\i

Total
J6

""

,

",,'"
"".m.
Raj.hah;

'"
'"
"

"
"

Total

m

"

..

"•

Municipality

Rural

""
"•

"
"'
"
""
'"

"

"

As such. the design for the IMPS gave mOre "eights to Barisal division which represented onl)
about 7 percent of the population in 1991. thus improv,"g estimales at the divisional!e"el. While the rural
allocation was dose to proportionality. the urban sample was bemg shifted between SMA and municipahl,es
within division so as 10 allow for bener urban estimates . In Table B.2.2. the proponional allocation of the
372 PSUs is presented to allow comparison between the 1\000 allocation schemes:
Table B 2 2 ProoonioDal distribytipn pf PSJJs
Divi.i""
Bari...1
ChiltOgong
Dhaka
Khulna
Raj'hahi

,=,

B.3

,=,

,
•
on

.."

m

SMA

Municipality

Rural

,
""

,
•
"•
"

"
"n
"
"
252

9

•

"

"

CHARACTERISTICS OF TilE BDBS SA~ IPL E

The umpl. for lhe BDHS "-30 selected In lwo .ffecti,. stage, from the IMPS master sample In
lhe first stage. 304 f'SUs were selected in each stratum w,th equal probabilities. Since the PSUs in the IMPS
master sample were selected with PPS from the sampling frame. equal probability selection ofa subsample
of these PSUs for the BDHS was equivalent to selection with PPS from the entire sampling frame A
complete listing of the households in the selected PSUs "-as carried out. The list of households obtained was
used as the frame for the second· stage sampling, which w30 the selection of the households "isited by the
BDHS inlerv,ewlng teams during the main survey fieldwQrk E'er.married women under age 50 Were
,dentified in these households and interviewed_
An intennediate sampling stage was mtraduced after the firsl stage due to the relatively large si~e
of the PSUs. This inlennediate sampling stage consisted of selecting One urban block or village with PPS
"ithin each selected PSU. Th is ""as nol considered an ~JJ«li"t' sampling stage since the purpose Wlos on \)
to reduce lhe size of the PSU (hence. reducing the household listing workload) and only where it was
fea~ible, i.e., onl) in PSUs lhat were made up of more than one urban block or village.

"

B.4

SAMPLE ALLOCATION

Table 8.4.1 s1>ov..s the distribution of the total num]x,r ofhouscholds in 8angladesh to the 14 strata
according to the 1991 Census:
Table B 4 I Hoysebold distribution (J991 censys)
Di~i$ion

,~,

$).lA

,

Municipality

Ru",1
1.354.763
4.345.429
4.945,705
2.020,423
4.667,998
17.334.318

",,'"

1,425.Q51
4,949.766
6.376.882
2.382.235
5.053.185

!.191.S66

217.413
98.462

70.288
185,428
239,61 I
144.399
286.725

Total

20.187.119

1.926.350

926.451

Bms.al
Chittag"",
Khulna
Raj.habi

418.909

A pro.,onional allocation of 10,000 women to the 14 str.lta would yield the sample distribution in Table
8.4.2.

Table B.4 2 Pmponiooal :;ample distribytion
Division
Bms.aJ
Chinagoog
Dhaka
Khulna
Rajshahi
TOIal

'''''

'"

2.452
3.159

1.180
2.S03
10.000

'MA

,
208

'"'"

"
'"

Municipality

"
"
'"n
'"
'"'

Rural

'"

2.153
2.450
1.001

2.312
8.587

While the samples for the four largest divisions would be suffociently large for providing reliable
estimates. it " ·as not the case for 8arisal division. forthis ~ason. it was necessary to inc~asc the sampling
rate for Barisal relat;\"( to the other divisions. Results of other demographic and health sur\"eys show that
a minimum sample of 1.000 wOmen is l"CGuired in order to obtain estimates offenility rates at an acceptable
level of sampling errors. "The sample allocation in Table B.4.3 was pro.,osed after taking into account four
different factors: (I ) a minimum sample of 1.000 completed interviews for Barisal; (2) a minimum sample
of 1.000 completed interviews for each ofthe t ....·o urban domains (SMAs and municipalities); (3) close to
it is expected that about 25 completed intervie ..... s orurban wOmen and 35 completed interviews of rural a
proponionai allocation within each rural. SMA. and municipality domain; and (4) the number of PSUs
available in the IMPS master sample.

Thbl,641 Dispmooajonal !!'Imole allocation
Division
Barisal
Chittagong
Dhaka
Khulna
Raj.tW!i

,-,

,-,

'.000

'.,""
3.000
1.150
2.450
10.000

The number of households to be

Municipality

'MA
'00"

""
'"
'00

'.000

sel~led §O

,~,

'""

'00
'00
250

'.000
2.100

300

""

2,100

'.000

8.000

'""

as 10 yield the above target sample is calculated as

follows:

Numbu of housthold$ "'

Number of women
Numbtr of "Omtn ptT houuhold ~ Ourall responu rale

According 10 the 1991 Bangladesh Conl1'oceplh'e Prevalence Survey the", ... e'" I ,07 ever-married
women per rural household and 1 13 e"er-mamw women per urban household. The oyerall ",sponse rale
found in the same survey was around 92 percent. Using a slightly lower expected overall "'sponse rate of
90 percent. the number of households to be sel~lw for the 8DHS we", distributw as shov.lI in Table 6.4.4,

Table 844 Nymber ofhoYseholdS to be selttled
Division
Baris.al
Chittagong

",,'"

Khulna
R.ojshahi

T<>Ial

,~,

1.033
2.471

3.""
1.180
2.525
10.275

SMA

'""
'""

"
'"

Municipality

'"'"

'""

OJ>

'"
'"
'"
'"

2.077
2.ISI
OJ>

2.181

8,309

'The number of PSUs selected for each stratum was calculatw by dividing !he number ofhouseholds
\0 be sel~tW by the a"erage take in !he PSU. Analytical studies of surveys ofthe same natu", suggest that
the optimwn numberofwQmenlO be interview<xl is around 20-25 in each urban PSU and 30-35 in each rural
PSU. [fon average 25 households we", sel~led in each urban PSU and 37 households in each rural PSU,
it is expected that about 2S completed interviews of urban women and 35 completw interviews of rural
women (considering an overa!i response rate of90 peroent. and the number ofevcr-married wOmen of 1.07
and 1.13 in rural and urban areM, r<:Specti\'Cly) would be oblained. Table 8.4.5 sho"s the final distribution
ofPSUs.

"

Table B 4 5 Nym\xr ofpSUs
Division
Barisal
Chinag""g
Dhaka
Khulna
Rajohahi
,~,

8.S

,""

SMA

"n

0

•
"•
,
.,

"
"
"

""

,=,

Municipality

•
•
"•

"
"
"

""

"

"
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SYSTDfA TIC SELECTION OF PSU,

The 304 J>$Us were selected from the IMPS master sample in a systematic manner. with equal
probability, and independently in each stratum, The selection inte .... al "'-'" calculated as follows:

I,

=

'.

"'here A, ,,-as the number ofP'SUs that Were in the IMPS master sample frame for tile ~ stratum, and a, ,,'as
the number of PS Us to be selected for BDHS.
If a selected PSU was made up of more than one urban block or village, then the" urban
block/village was selected for the BDHS, where r was a random number between I and the number ofuman
blockvvillages that make up the selected PS U.'

B.6

SAMPLING PROBABILITIES

The sampling probabilities were calculated separately for each sampling stage and for each stratum.
The following notations "ere used:

p,. :

Sampling probability for the l" PSU in the Ii" stratum according to Ihe IMPS frame ,'

1 This is !be simplified [IIOC'edure for Sl"1~ong 0'" unIt with PPS. The Sl"lection probability i. m, 1 M, where m. is
the size of the f' unit in the ,. Sl"leCl<d PSU ""d M, i. the total size of the I" ""lected PSU,
lin the IMPS. the sampling probability for me I" PSU in the '" stratum was c.lculated as:

A,M"

---

L M.,
"'here A, was the numberofPSUs in the I).IPS for the '" <!/"alUm, M", is the ,ize orth. Ith
the ,ize ofth. '" straIUm.

Sl"1~.d

PSU, ""d

l:.J,f~

is

P,..:
P,.:

Sampling probability for the,", PSU in the'" stratum for BDHS.
Sampling probability for the household in th~ '"' PSU of the ". ~tratum.

P,. is calculated as follows:

p,., •
The first t~nn in the above tquation is the inv«Se of the sekction interval from section B.S. In the
second tenn.
is the size ofthe!" unit selected in the ,", PSU; ifthere is no sub-selection in the,", PSU,
then this second tenn is equal to I. M .. is the size of the t" selected PSU.

m,.

It should be noted that field segmentation (and subsequent selection of one segment) may be
nec~ in the PSUs that an: large in size but are not made up of mOil: than One urban blocklvillage. In the
case of segmentation. Pat is calculated as above with m .. being the size of the segment selected.

f••

In order for the sample to be self·weighting within each stratum, the SD"atum a.·erall probability
P..l'J"" muSt be the Same for each household in the sample. That is,
wirh

where n. was the number of households selected in the ". stratum anil N is the projected number of
households in the year of the survey (1993) for the'" Stratum.
The selection of households was systematic with equal probabilities. and the household sampling
interval I .. in the '"' cluster of the ". Stratum was calculated 1.'1:

I
"

I
. _p

'"

For each cluster. a list of households was obtained for BDHS prior to the main su ....·cy fieldwork.. and
the intc ....·aljust stated ,...as applied to the lin in order to s~lect the households.
To compensate for the di~proponionate allocation of the sample among strata. design stratum
,,·eights were calculat~d as follows:

w,

63

where /

*was as stated earlier, and where/was the overall sampling fraction, calculated as follows:
f · -"
N

where" was the number of household5 sel«t<:<l for the BDHS, and N was the e5tim8ted number of
households in 1993 for Bangladesh.

APPENDIX C: EXAMPLES OF
dBASE PROGRAMS FOR SAMPLE SELECTIO N
•
•

Example I. ESE LECT. PRG
Lines preceded by· are comments

•

SELECTION OF CLUSTERS WITH EQUAL PROBABILITY

•

•

The sampling frame FRAME.DSF contains the follo"lng data for each cluster::
I. REGION
Character ungth 2
[Region code)
2. DISTRICT
Character ungth 2
[District code)
3. CLUSTER
Character ungth3
[Cluster code)
4. POP
Numeric Length 9
[Population size of the cluster)
5. HH
Numeric Length 4
[Number of households in the cluster)

•
•
•

Reminder: Modify strucrure to add the following fields to the database before fUMing
ESELECT.PRG. This must be done interactively.
6. SELECTED Character Length 6
[to mark selected cluster)
7. SERIALNO Numeric Length 6
[serial number of cluster)

•
•

Variable names in capitalleners indicate fields in the database: variable names in small1etters
indicate working variables.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

set talk off
use FRAME
go bottom
records=m:no()

"0
do while n < records
n=n+1
goto n
replace SERIALNO "lth n
enddo

•
•
•

•

The values ofxrandom and units must be provided before running the program; xrandom is
the random stan; units is the number of units to be selected.

xrandom - .1267
units - IO
set talk off
go bottom
records-recno()
clustotal~SERlALNO

interval=round(clUS10tallunits.2)

,..,

ran"'int( xrandom· interval)

xsclect=ran
,~l

goto n
do while (xsclect <~ clustotal).and. (n <- records)
do while (SERIALNO <- int(xsclect» .and. (n <- records)
n - n+l
g010 n

enddo
s"s+!
replace SELECTED with'S '",slr{s,3)
x se le<:tsxselect +interval
n-n+!
goto n
enddo

•
•

•

Copy selected units to SAMPLE.DBF and examine selected units.

copy to SAMPLE.DBF for len(trim(SELECTED» > 0
set talk on
use SAMPLE
bro"''5e

•

•

Example 2. PSELECT.PRG
Lines preceded by· are comments

•

SELECTION OF CLUSTERS WITH PROBABILITY PROPORTIONAL TO SIZE
CALCULA nON OF SELECTION PROBABILITIES

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

In this example, it is assumed thai the measure of size used for PPS selection is the population
size, hence PO? and CUMPOP are used. However, if the number ofhouscholds in each cluster
is used as the measure of size. then HH and, consequently CUMHH, must be used.

•
•
•
•

The sampling frame FRAME.DBF contains the following data for each cluster:
I. REGION
Character Length 2
[Region code]
2. DISTRICT
Character Length 2
[District code]
3. CLUSTER
Character Length 3
[Cluster code]
4. PO?
Numeric Length 9
[Population size of the duster]
5. HH
Numeric Length 4
[Number of households in the cluster]

•
•
•
•

Reminder: Modify structure to add the following fields to the database before running
P$ELECT.PRG. This must be done interactively.
6. SELECTED Character Length 6
[10 mark selected cluster]
7. SERIALNO Numeric Length 6
[serial number of cluster]

•

• 8. CUMPOP

•
•
•
•

9. PI

•

Numeric
Numeric

Length 9
Length 9

Decimal 6

[Cumulative population size of cluster)
(Selection probability of selected cluster]

Variable names in capital letters indicate fields in the database: variable names in smallleuers

indicate working variables.

use FRAME

set talk off

go bonom
records=re<:no()

0-0
,=-0
do while n < records
n=n+l
gO\O n

cum-.::um+POP
replace CUMPOP with cum
replace serialno with n

cnddo

•
•
•

•

The values of xrandom and units must be provided before running the program: xrandom is
the random start; units is the number of units to be selected.

xran a .2967

units-60
set talk off

go bottom
records"TeCno()

cumtot" CUMPOP
interval..int( cum totfuni IS)
ran=inl(xran* interval)

5=0
xseJect=ran
0'\

gOlo n
do while (xselect <- cumlot) .and. (n <- records)
do while (CUMPOP <: xselect) .and. (n <- records)
n" n-I

gOlo n
enddo
5=5+1

xp \"units·POP/cumtot
replace sele.:ted with 'R '+str{s,3)
replace PI with xpl
xselel:FxseJect+interval

n'9l+i
goto n
l'nddo

•
•
•

Copy selected units to SAMPLE.DBF and examine selected units.

copy 10 SAMPLE.OBF for len(trim(selected» > 0
set talk on
use SAMPLE
browse

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Example 3. STRAT.PRG
Lines preceded by * are comments.
STRA T1FICA nON
Dbase can also be used to stratify the dusters according to some criteria. In this example, we
will stratify the clusters in the sampling frame FRAME.OBF into regions and type of residence.
Note that. generally, selection of sample points is done independently in each stratum once
stratification is achieved.
The sampling frame FRAME.OBF contains the follo\\ing data for each duster:
I. DISTRICT
Character Length 2
(District code]
2. CLUSTER
Character Length 3
[Cluster code]
3. POP
Numeric Length 9
[population size of the cluster]
4. HH
Numeric Length 4
[Number of households in the cluster]

•
•
•

Reminder: Modify structure to add the following fields to the database before running
PSELECT.PRG. This must be done interactively.
[Newly created region]
5. REGION
Character Length 2
6. TYPE
Numeric Length I
[T>'pe of residence; l-urbanf2=rural]

•
•
•

Variable names in capital letters indicate fields in the database; variable names in small letters
indicate working variables.

•
•

use FRAME
set talk off
go bottom
records=-recno()

0""

do while n < records
n=n+l
goto n
do_
case va!(DlSTRlCT)= l.or. val(DlSTRICT)-4.or.val(D1STRICT)=7
xregion-l

casc val(DISTRlCT)-2.or.val(DISTRlCT)-6
JUegion- 2
casc \·a1(DlSTRlCT)-3.or.\"aI(DISTRlCT)-S
:uegion- 3
casc val(DISTRlCl) :> 7
xregion-4
endcasc
replace REGION with xregion

"',=
case

val(CLUSTER)<600
xtype- \
casc \"B.I(CLUSTER):>600
xtype-2
endease
replace TYPE ...ith xtype

"""" on
set talk

"

